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Executive Summary
This report presents findings of the collaborative research between the Uganda Communications
Commission (UCC) and a joint academic research team carried out between February 2016 and
November 2016. The main objective of the research was to assess the feasibility and readiness of
Uganda for Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB). Specifically addressing: a) The policy, legal and
regulatory pre-requisites to facilitate the transition from analogue to DAB networks within the
context of delivering the best value to the country and the most choice for consumers while
delivering sustainable economic growth of the sector. b) The network infrastructure and other
technical pre-requisites for the introduction of DAB in Uganda. c) The market readiness and
structure required including business development, the investment incentives and other support
measures necessary to achieve successful migration. d) Interventions required to achieve universal
access without creating marginalization of persons in the society and protection of consumers from
exploitation. e) A review of the various approaches taken in other countries for the implementation
of DAB.

The findings of the report are based on comprehensive literature review and interviews with
different stakeholders in the broadcasting industry. The stakeholders were carefully chosen in line
with the objectives of the project. As part of the collaborative research, UCC funded the research.

This report is divided into four major sections; namely: introduction, methodology, key findings,
and recommendations for successful DAB introduction in Uganda.
Background
Radio broadcasting in Uganda, as in many countries in Africa, is exclusively analogue and is
dominated by Frequency Modulation (FM). While FM is a proven technology and has been relied
upon for a long time; there is a growing interest in adoption of digital radio, worldwide, owing to
its benefits. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has already earmarked 174-230 MHz
band III for Digital Audio Broadcasting services as part of the GE06 Agreement and thus; paving the
way for DAB’s implementation across the world.
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DAB has been implemented in a total of 35 countries worldwide, mostly in Europe. Those countries
include United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, Australia, Italy, France, Poland, Spain,
Sweden, to mention but a few. Additionally, a bigger number of countries are carrying out DAB
trials; they include South Africa, Austria, United Arab Emirates, China, Hungary, Israel, China and
many others. On the African continent, South Africa and Tunis have conducted DAB trials.
Advantages of DAB over analogue broadcasting include: superior sound quality – close to CD
quality; enhanced usability of DAB radio receivers where stations are selected by text rather than by
tuning; greater variety of services including audio, Programme-associated data (PAD) and images;
greater choice of radio stations owing to a high spectral efficiency; flexible bit rates for varying
service profiles and ability to multiplex many radio programs and carry them on a shared signal
distribution path and infrastructure.
Methodology
To meet the objectives of the research, a mixed-technique methodology was adopted; employing
both qualitative and quantitative techniques. The two main tasks of the methodology were: a
comprehensive literature survey and consultations with stakeholders. The output of the Literature
review task formed an input into the various approaches adopted by other countries for successful
introduction of DAB and the value proposition for DAB in these countries. This task was also key in
identifying the infrastructural, policy, regulatory and policy gaps as a basis for making
recommendations regarding the necessary incentives from the various stakeholders to have
successful introduction of DAB. The preliminary stages of the desk research involved identifying
the right stakeholders to be consulted during the data collection phase and the specific information
which would be sought from each stake holder was identified. The choice of stakeholders was
guided by the research objectives. The stakeholders consulted included government and its
agencies, consumer associations, operators of FM radio stations both public and private, dealers of
radio sets, distributors of Digital television (DTV) signals, trades’ associations, women network and
end-users of radio broadcasting services. The highest numbers of stakeholders consulted were endusers, closely followed by operators of radio stations. Data from these two main categories of
stakeholders were collected using a questionnaire specific to each group. Also considering the huge
number of radio operators and end-users, a sampling approach was used to get representative
views. Overall, 51 FM radio stations and 425 end-users were consulted. Additionally, government
agencies, sellers of radio receivers, consumer organizations and DTV signal distributors were
consulted.
ix

The sampling approach used for households (consumers of radio broadcasting services) was
clustered, stratified, multi-staged and area probability-based. Precisely, using the 2014 Census
sampling frame, the country sample was first stratified according to the main governance subregions, that is, Northern, Eastern, Western and Central/South regions. Additionally, we stratified
the sample as per UBOS 2016 UNHS1 15 sub-regions. A representative district for each sub-region
was then selected randomly; hence four districts were selected per region. Finally, samples were
randomly picked from urban areas and rural areas of the selected districts. A total of 25 samples
were picked per district. In each of the districts visited, radio operators within the same district
would be consulted.
Key findings on Uganda’s readiness for DAB
DAB infrastructure requirements and existing options
A DAB network consists of two main sub-systems, namely, content generation and signal
distribution. Content generation is about production of content in studio and converting it into a
digital format required at the head-end of the signal distribution sub-system. The signal distribution
sub-system comprises all network components from the head-end up to the broadcasting stations.
The signal distribution is clearly the larger, more expansive and more costly sub-system of the DAB
network.
If Uganda is to build a nationwide DAB distribution network, there is existing infrastructure upon
which this can be done. Leveraging existing infrastructure would make it possible to significantly
reduce the initial capital investment for DAB.
One existing infrastructure is the digital TV network with a countrywide reach. The passive
components of this network such as masts, power houses and backup power solutions may be
shared with the DAB network. Of course this will only be possible if there is extra capacity to rent
out and is reasonably priced for DAB. It should be noted that the active components of the digital
TV network cannot be shared by DAB since they operate at different frequencies.

1

UNHS is Uganda National Household Survey
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The second option of existing infrastructure is the National Backbone Infrastructure (NBI); which
could be used for distributing DAB signal. For example, the Netherlands’ signal distribution subsystem is IP-based.
Institutional, policy and regulatory framework
Uganda has a formidable policy and regulatory framework for the broadcasting industry. The
Ministry of ICT and National Guidance, UCC, Uganda National Bureau of Standards (UNBS) and
private sector partners such as National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) form a strong
institutional framework to support the introduction of DAB with UCC being the national regulator.
Looking at examples of countries such as the United Kingdom and Germany that have successfully
implemented DAB, they have had to forge very strong collaboration amongst all stakeholders in
radio broadcasting. This has been done by forming steering committees or working groups that in
which the interests of all stakeholders. Such an arrangement may be necessary for Uganda as well.
While Uganda has a good institutional framework, it lacks a policy to guide the introduction of DAB.
The only digital broadcasting policy in place, the “Digital Migration policy for Terrestrial Television
Broadcasting in Uganda,” is exclusively on TV broadcasting. The Uganda broadcasting policy of
2008 just mentions that the government is to provide an appropriate legal framework while the
regulator is to provide for gradual transformation from analogue to digital broadcasting, without
any elaboration. A DAB policy for Uganda would need to be comprehensive, and would address
such topics as;


Develop the DAB market structure and licensing framework;



Define a regulation and administration framework for all licensed players in the DAB space;



Enable universal access to DAB services, by providing for affordable products and services;



Define quality-of-service for DAB service, to protect the general public against inferior
service offerings;



Define national technical standards in order to ensure interoperability, economies of scale
while safeguarding universal access;



Provide a guiding framework for content development;



Develop and provide guidelines for the establishment and operation of signal distributors;



Provide for public consultation and awareness and provide mechanism for consumer
protection against sub-standard DAB products and services;



Provide a clear timeframe for DAB trials and eventual implementation of the technology;

Market readiness, required market structure and market development
xi

With the introduction of DAB broadcasting, the market structure for radio broadcasting will evolve
in a number of ways. First, DAB requires a signal distribution network sub-system, which will
introduce a new set of stakeholders in the radio market space. Secondly, the function of radio
broadcasters evolves in a sense that it is not about broadcasting anymore, rather, it is purely about
content generation/development. Thirdly, considering that the analogue radio receivers cannot
receive DAB (unless they are have dual functionality of FM/DAB), there will be new market
opportunity of selling DAB receivers. Lastly, the advent of DAB broadcasting makes it possible to
license a lot more radio stations than what we currently have in the FM band. That will in turn
increase competition and hopefully drive innovation in Uganda’s radio broadcasting. When the
stakeholders were consulted, their perceptions and recommendations on DAB were collected, and
presented here.
FM Broadcasters’ views on the introduction of DAB
FM radio operators were asked the following questions: Would the FM broadcasters be in support
of introduction of DAB in Uganda? Would the operators be in support of a single operator for the
entire signal distribution subsystem? What interventions would be necessary to ensure that the
introduction of DAB is successful? What will be the impact of the introduction of DAB on your radio
business? Here below is a summary of the responses.


Having been asked whether they would support the introduction of DAB in Uganda, 49% of
the 47 radio operators would support DAB, given its benefits, 36% would only support
introduction of DAB if there were guarantees that DAB would not jeopardize their
businesses and would cater for the rural poor listenership. 15% of radio operators were
opposed to the introduction of DAB for fear of it enhancing competition and wiping out any
profitability in radio business.



Radio operators were asked, “Would the radio operators support the idea a single operator
for the signal distribution sub-system?” 46% support the idea of a single operator, 44% are
opposed to the idea and 10% cannot decide between the two options.



When asked, “What interventions they considered most necessary for successful
introduction of DAB?” Creation of awareness of DAB was considered the most important
intervention with 36% vote, supporting radio stations to implement DAB properly was the
second with 28% vote, provision of affordable and reliable DAB receiver sets was ranked
third, with 15%, implementation of DAB should be done gradually and not rushed was joint
third with 15%.
xii



When asked, “What will be the impact of DAB on radio business?” 47% of operators believe
that DAB will provide better signal coverage and also open new markets, 31% believe that
DAB will bring with it new entrants to the radio market hence creating very stiff business
competition, 19% fear that poor people may lose out altogether on radio if they cannot afford
DAB radio receivers and 3% believe that DAB will reduce their cost of running business.

End-users’ views on DAB
End-users of FM radio service were asked the following questions: How useful is the radio to
household income-generation and development? Would you afford a radio at UGX 160,000? What
is the maximum figure you would pay for a radio? What incentives are necessary to make
introduction DAB successful?


When asked about the relevance and usefulness of messages received over the radio, 89% of
listeners said the messages were useful to varying degrees while 11% said that they did not
find radio messages useful or relevant.



When asked if they could afford a radio set at UGX 160,000, 37% said they could afford while
63% could not afford. A DAB radio receiver with a good screen display (receiver profile 2)
was estimated at that price.



When asked what the maximum price they could afford, only 11% could afford to pay a price
above UGX 50,000; the rest could only afford only UGX 50,000 and below.



“What incentives are necessary to make introduction of DAB successful?” That it is
important for government to provide affordable and good quality DAB radios was ranked
first, that DAB service subscription should be free-of-charge was ranked second, awareness
creation was ranked third popular and then others.
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Key Recommendations
Recommendations on infrastructure
1. Ensure that the 174-230 MHz band is reserved for DAB
On the international stage, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has already earmarked
174-230 MHz band III for Digital Audio Broadcasting services as part of the GE06 Agreement. It
should be noted, however, this band has hitherto been used for analogue TV broadcasting. It is
therefore important that we have a complete analogue TV switch-off, nationally, to avoid any
interference with DAB broadcasting. While Uganda is well on the path to switch off analogue TV, it
is important to harmonise with analogue TV switch-over timelines for our neighbors in the region.
2. Leverage existing networks - the digital TV networks and the NBI
Uganda already has a DTV network, which is growing in national reach. Additionally the GoU has
invested massively in building a fiber network – the National Backbone infrastructure. This existing
infrastructure can be leveraged to build a national DAB distribution network. Power houses, backup
generators, masts and other passive components maybe shared by Digital TV and DAB distribution
networks. The other concern is cross-border signal interference.
3. A single operator of the DAB signal distribution sub-system
All the components of any signal distribution sub-system should be run by a single operator to avoid
interoperability issues. This means that signal distributor license holders should be able to pick
signals from the content generators and ensure that they are broadcast to areas/regions of the
generators’ interest. This single operator must have sufficient capacity to do nationwide signal
distribution, must be neutral and be guided by clear guidelines as set out in the national DAB policy.
Recommendations on institutional framework
As with the case of analogue radio broadcasting, it is envisaged that UCC and UBC will be key
steering institutions in the introduction of DAB, with close collaboration of the private sector and
other government agencies. For a successful introduction of DAB, however, examples from
countries that have implemented DAB indicate that the collaboration amongst stakeholders needs
to be very strong. For that reason, this study recommends a national DAB steering committee. This
committee would be in charge of guidance on technology, policy, market and consumer issues. The
committee can benefit from having a broad representation of all stakeholders. This report
recommends that the task force is representative of government, radio operators, consumer
organization, technology manufacturers, radio signal distributors and the academia. The taskforce
xiv

should provide a neutral space where views of all stakeholders are given due consideration. In order
not to overload the national steering committee with tasks, it is possible to setup subcommittees to
handle specialized tasks such as regulation issues, market studies and DAB device related matters.
These sub-committees in turn, can make recommendations to the national DAB steering committee
for approval.
Recommendations on policy, legal and regulatory framework
DAB Policy and Strategy
There is need to develop a national policy for Digital Audio Broadcasting to guide the
implementation and operation of DAB. The DAB policy will address among other issues: guidelines
for content development and DAB signal distribution; guidelines for sharing passive network
infrastructure; quality of service for broadcasting; guide incentives such as subsidies to make
receiver devices affordable; licensing incentives for analogue broadcasters to do DAB and spelling
out the roles of various stakeholders during the introduction and operation of DAB. Once the policy
is in place, it may be necessary to develop a strategy to implement it. This strategy ought to include
time periods for coming up with a policy on DAB, pilot license awarding and pilot broadcasting.
Most importantly, the strategy should include ample time for sensitization of the general public.
Uganda has in a place a good policy, legal and regulatory framework necessary for the
implementation of DAB. At the heart of this framework are MoICT, UCC and UBC who share the
mandate of steering the broadcasting sub-sector in Uganda. What may be important at this point is
to clearly define the specific roles of each of them in the introduction of DAB in order to avoid
duplication of roles.
Recommendations on market development and Universal access
The following interventions are recommended for market development and to enable universal
access to DAB.
1. Strong awareness campaigns on DAB
The study revealed that there is little to no knowledge of DAB and it is benefits. It is therefore
strongly recommended that massive awareness and sensitization campaigns are carried out. The
message needs to be consistent, uniform and shared by all key stakeholders in the broadcasting subsector.
2. Trainings on DAB
xv

There is urgent need for capacity-building on DAB for government agencies (UCC, UBC, MoICT)
and the private sector.
3. Accessible, Affordable and good quality DAB receiver sets
In all successful examples of implementing DAB worldwide, availing affordable DAB receiver sets
has been one the key pillars. This research revealed that most Ugandans cannot afford to pay UGX
160,000 for a radio set, no matter what benefits it would bring to them. It is therefore recommended
that the government identifies interventions and partnerships to subsidize the cost to about UGX
50,000 to enhance their affordability.
4. Set up a DAB trial network
A pilot/trial DAB network should be set up as early as possible. This network would then be used
to build local capacity as well as raise awareness on DAB.

xvi
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1.1

INTRODUCTION
Background

The Uganda communications Act, 2013 UNDER SECTION 5(1) (c) requires Uganda
Communications Commission to allocate, license, standardize and manage the use of the radio
frequency spectrum resources in a manner that ensures widest variety of programming and optimal
utilization of spectrum resources.
In the early 1950s, Uganda saw the introduction of the first Amplitude Modulated (AM) radio
broadcasting which is analogue in nature. However, the analogue transmission is characterized by
poor audio quality due to mutual interference, on top of poor spectrum utilization efficiency.
Whereas the introduction of Frequency Modulation (FM) broadcasting improved audio quality, the
FM frequency band is nearly saturated[1]. In order to create room for more radio services and for
innovation, digital audio broadcasting has been proposed.
As part of the preparations for DAB, UCC in collaboration with the academia commissioned this
study to assess the readiness of Uganda for the introduction of DAB. In addition, the study would
make recommendations on what needs to be done to ensure that the introduction of DAB is
successful.

1.2

Objectives of the study

The main objective was to conduct an assessment of the feasibility and readiness of Uganda for
Digital Audio Broadcasting. This would cover the following
a)

The policy, legal and regulatory pre-requisites to facilitate the introduction of digital

audio broadcasting networks within the context of delivering the best value to the country
and the most choice for consumers while delivering sustainable economic growth of the
sector.
b)

The network infrastructure and other technical pre-requisites for the introduction of

DAB in Uganda.
c)

The market readiness and structure required including business development, the

investment incentives and other support measures necessary to achieve successful
migration.
d)

Interventions required achieve universal access without creating marginalization of

persons in the society and protection of consumers from exploitation.
1

e)

A review of the various approaches taken in other countries for the implementation

of DAB.

1.3 Digital Audio Broadcasting Technology overview
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) is defined by [2] as;
“… the sending and receiving of radio services by digital signals in contrast to
analogue. Digital radio (sound) broadcasting employs digital modulation and
compression techniques to transmit audio programs (music, news, and sports; among
others)”.
1.3.1

DAB Network layout

According to [3], DAB networks depend on a number of variables and therefore standard networks
do not exist. What is important though is that identifiers are correctly allocated to avoid conflicting
information in a particular country. Uganda which is in Africa ITU region 1 broadcasting area is
allocated 4, UGA, and D2 as the country id, ITU code, and extended country code respectively [4].
According to [2], a DAB network consists of 2 major sub-systems showed in figure 1-1; namely:
content generation and signal distribution. Content is generated from studios and availed to signal
distributors. Signal distribution is divided into majorly 3 sections, namely: Head-end, distribution
network, and broadcast sites. The head-end runs from the encoders to the multiplexer.

2

Figure 1-1: DAB Network architecture - Adopted from [2]

A conditional access system (CAS) can be incorporated at the head-end to enable pay for channels
[2]. To enable interactivity, the architecture in figure 1-1 can be upgraded with bi-directional
communication channels through communication sites [6]. The communication sites are responsible
for interactive content distribution, authentication and billing of users. An upgraded architecture is
as shown in figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2: DAB network architecture with communication channels
3

1.3.2

DAB Family of Standards

The DAB family of standards comprises of DAB, DAB+ for digital radio and Digital Multimedia
Broadcasting (DMB) for mobile TV. The three are flexible, global and open standards and are a
means of transmission of digital radio signals2.
First developed in the late 1980s, DAB was based on MPEG-2. It has since been succeeded by MPEG3 and later MPEG-4 or Advanced Audio Coding (AAC). DAB+ uses High Efficiency AAC v2. DAB+
is considered more efficient the more efficient variant because it can support 2.5 more audio services
than DAB due to its use of AAC, it provides slightly better coverage than DAB, in the range of 1 to
2 dB, more flexible for Programme Associated Data (PAD) delivery and its PAD content has much
stronger error protection3.
The DAB standard is described in a number of ETSI standards documents. Some of these standards
are now recognized by the IEC as international standards. EN 300 401 is the main standards
document for DAB. It defines the nature and content of the transmitted DAB signal with reference
to the conceptual emission part4. Other important standards documents are TR 101 496-1, -2 and -3
which gives “Guidelines and rules for implementation and operation” and TS 102 563 which
describes “Transport of Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) audio.” More information on DAB
standards is available on the ETSI website5’
In prospective markets like Uganda, it is recommended that DAB+ is adopted because of its most
efficient audio compression system and backward compatibility with DAB. It should be noted that
the physical layer for DAB, DAB+ and DMB is the same, and can therefore be used alongside each
other on the same infrastructure.

2

https://www.worlddab.org/technology-rollout/introduction-to-dab-dab-plus
https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/RegionalPresence/AsiaPacific/Documents/Events/2014/December-DR-Thailand/Session2_Les_Sabel.pdf
3

4

http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_i_ets/300400_300499/300401/01_60/ets_300401e01p.pdf

http://www.etsi.org/technologiesclusters/technologies/broadcast/dab?highlight=YToxOntpOjA7czozOiJkYWIiO30
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1.4 Advantages and Challenges of DAB
1.4.1

Advantages of DAB

DAB has several advantages over analogue radio broadcasting. Presented here are technical
advantages and the accruing economic benefits.
1. Enhanced quality of service
DAB uses all the possibilities of modern digital communication technologies and can thus provide
a much higher level of quality of service, such as;


Superior sound quality: DAB users can enjoy pure undistorted sound close to CD quality. New
features such as Dynamic Range Control (DRC) or Music/Speech Control can be used
individually by customers to match the audio quality to their needs



Usability: Rather than searching wavebands, users can select all available stations or preferred
formats from a simple text menu hence being more user-friendly compared to FM



Perfect reception conditions: With just a simple, non-directional whip antenna, DAB eliminates
interference and the problem of multipath while in a car. It covers wide geographical areas with
an even, uninterrupted signal. Once full services are up and running, a driver will be able to
cross an entire country and stay tuned to the same station with no signal fade and without
altering frequency.

2. Wide range of value-added services
DAB is quite unique in that both music and data services can be received using the same receiver.
One receiver does it all, such as


Typical audio broadcasting (main service): Music, drama, news, information, and others can be
received in monophonic or stereophonic form as is well known from conventional radio
programmes; there is also the potential to transmit multichannel (5.1 format) audio programmes
as well;



Programme-associated data (PAD): DAB broadcast receivers can display text information in far
greater detail than RDS, such as programme background facts, a menu of future broadcasts and
complementary advertising information. Receivers attached to a small screen will display visual
information such as weather maps or CD cover images;



Information services: Services from sources other than the broadcasting station are included
within the same channel for the user to access at will. These include news headlines, detailed
weather information or even the latest stock market prices;
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Targeted music or data services: Because digital technology can carry a massive amount of
information, specific user groups can be targeted with great accuracy because each receiver can
be addressable;
Still or moving pictures: Data can also appear as still or moving photographic pictures,
accompanied by an audio service or as separate information.

3. Universal system layout
The DAB system has a fairly universal and well-standardized system layout which allows
applications for all known transmission media and receiving situations.


.Standardization: The level of international standardisation of all basic principles and
transmission tools for the new DAB system is very high (more than 50 international standards
cover all the necessary details).



Unique system design: DAB services will be available mainly on terrestrial, but are also suited
for cable and satellite networks, and the same receiver could be used to provide radio
programmes and/or data services for national, regional, local and international coverage.



Wide choice of receivers: It is possible to access DAB services on a wide range of receiving
equipment including fixed (stationary), mobile and portable radio receivers, optionally
completed with displays or screens, and even personal computers.

4. Flexibility of multiplex configuration
DAB services are transmitted in a flexible multiplex configuration, which can be easily changed
instantaneously to the actual needs of the content providers.


Multiplex configuration: The arrangement of services in a DAB multiplex may be changed
instantaneously to match the needs of the providers of programmes or data services, without
interrupting ongoing services.



Bit rate flexibility: The programme provider can choose an appropriate bit rate for a certain audio
programme according to its quality, for instance less than 100 kbps for a pure speech
programme, 128 kbps for monophonic or 256 kbps for stereophonic music; also half sampling
frequency can be used for lower quality services. So the available bit rate can be split optimally
between different services of a DAB ensemble which enhances quality for the different services.

5. Transmission efficiency
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Compared to conventional broadcast systems, much less economic effort in investment and
operation is needed for a DAB transmission system.


Lower transmission costs for broadcasters: DAB allows broadcasters to provide a wide range
of programme material simultaneously on the same frequency. This not only makes room
for a vastly increased number of programmes to increase user choice, but also has important
broadcast cost-cutting implications.



Lower transmission costs for transmitter network providers: For digital transmission a DAB
transmitter needs only a fraction of the electrical energy compared to a conventional AM or
FM transmitter.



Frequency efficiency: DAB transmitter networks can be designed as Single Frequency
Network (SFNs), which saves a lot of transmission frequencies and thus transmission
capacity on air.

Benefits of DAB to the Economy
1. The direct benefit of DAB to government will arise out of the increased number of
broadcasting stations that will use the digital content and those services that will use any
freed analog spectrum. The benefits of this will include but not limited to increased revenue
resulting from licensing fees and other fees levied on broadcaster in form of operational taxes
and value added taxes.
2. The capability of DAB to transmit sound, text and images is an opportunity for innovation.
By combining the three components creatively, there is possibility to deliver new forms of
content over the radio; content that will not only enhance the radio listener’s experience but
also create new business opportunities for content developers.
3. The introduction of DAB will also result into creation of jobs from separate entities of content
generation and signal distribution thus playing a role towards reduction of unemployment
levels.
4. It should also be noted that for FM transmission, each program needs a complete network
with each transmitter operating at its own frequency. However, with DAB standard, it’s
possible for as many as eighteen programs to use a single frequency and same network. This
results into economic benefits such as reduced capital expenditure due to reduced number
of transmitters and towers required consequently resulting into reduced energy
consumption, reduced cooling energy requirements, saving in space for equipment
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installation, minimal interferences, reduced service and maintenance and RF transmission
license Fees.
1.4.2

Challenges with DAB

The Introduction of DAB in Uganda just like another new technology will have some challenges
such as high costs for development and investment and perhaps looking for providers for new non
conventional services such as data services. However, putting aside these solvable problems, DAB
as a standard has its inherent draw backs of which some of the key limitations include the following;
1. Poor reception quality
The earlier DAB standard offers poor reception quality even for receivers within the coverage area.
This is premised on the fact that the earlier DAB version employs weak error correction coding so
that when there are a lot of errors within the received data, not enough of the errors can be corrected
and a "bubbling mud" sound occurs. In some cases a complete loss of signal can happen. This is
partly the reason that makes DAB+ a better option since it employs a stronger Error Correction
Coding.
2. Compromised Audio Quality
Broadcasters have been criticized for squeezing in more stations per ensemble than recommended
by minimizing the bit-rate, to the lowest level of sound-quality that listeners are willing to tolerate,
such as 112 kbit/s for stereo and even 48 kbit/s for mono speech radio. However, the more the
stations that are transmitted, the less of the audio quality that can be attained.
3. Signal delay
The nature of a Single-frequency network (SFN) is such that the transmitters in a network must
broadcast the same signal at the same time. To achieve synchronization, the broadcaster must
counter any differences in propagation time incurred by the different methods and distances
involved in carrying the signal from the multiplexer to the different transmitters. This is done by
applying a delay to the incoming signal at the transmitter based on a timestamp generated at the
multiplexer, created taking into account the maximum likely propagation time, with a generous
added margin for safety. Delays in the receiver due to digital processing (e.g. deinterleaving) add to
the overall delay perceived by the listener. This leads to challenges such as


DAB radios are out of step with live events, so the experience of listening to live
commentaries on events being watched is impaired;



Listeners using a combination of analogue (AM or FM) and DAB radios (e.g. in different
rooms of a house) will hear a confusing mixture when both receivers are within earshot.

4. Compatibility
In 2006, tests began using the much improved HE-AAC codec for DAB+. Virtually none of the
receivers made before 2008 support the new codec, however, thus making them partially obsolete
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once DAB+ broadcasts begin and completely obsolete once the old MPEG-1 Layer 2 stations are
switched off.
5. Power requirements
As DAB requires digital signal processing techniques to convert from the received digitally encoded
signal to the analogue audio content, the complexity of the electronic circuitry required to do this is
higher. This translates into needing more power to effect this conversion than compared to an
analogue FM to audio conversion, meaning that portable receiving equipment will tend to have a
shorter battery life, or require higher power (and hence more bulk). This means that they use more
energy than analogue Band II VHF receivers.

1.5 DAB Receivers
Radio listenership occurs across the entire economic class and age bracket and yet the receiver
modules across each of these categories also tend to vary. In this respect, if DAB is to be introduced
in Uganda, there is need to cater for all listeners ranging from standalone radio receivers used mostly
in rural areas to phone and car radios normally used by the middle class and the rich.
1.5.1

DAB radio receivers and receiver profiles

The existing DAB radio receivers on market support different features of DAB and hence, vary in
pricing. Depending on the supported services and features, these devices are classified into receiver
profiles. The receiver profiles are composed of mandatory features which must be implemented and
recommended features which offer enhancements with wide appeal. For example, Receiver Profile
1 is standard radio receiver is an audio receiver with at least a basic alphanumeric display, Radio
Receiver profile 2 (Rich media radio receiver) is an audio receiver with color screen display of at
least 320x240 pixels and Radio Receiver profile 3 (Multimedia receiver) is a multi-purpose receiver
with a color screen display capable of rendering video6.
The basic DAB receiver profile price is about 25 USD, and the price continues to drop7.
1.5.2

DAB Radio in Cars

A good percentage of radio listening in Uganda occurs in cars as people move to and from work
places. This is made possible because the current analog radio has coverage in most towns and along

6

http://www.worlddab.org/technology-rollout/receivers/worlddab-receiver-profiles
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http://www.worlddab.org/technology-rollout/receivers
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all major highways and roads which would require equivalent coverage for DAB if it is to serve the
same purpose as the FM radio.
Besides the coverage, there is need to make car radios already on market compatible with the digital
technology in order to use the DAB services. The good news in this line is that there is already a
growing momentum towards adoption of DAB/DAB+ in the car industry. In the latest model of
most cars (for BMW, Audi, Nissan, Ford, Mercedes), DAB/DAB+ receivers are fitted as standard or
as an option. These DAB/DAB+ receivers are able to receive DAB, DAB+ ,AM and FM signals once
fitted with DAB antennas hence enabling a user to have a wider choice depending on which signal
is within his reach which is also a good feature for the co-existence of both DAB and FM.
There are also many options in place for adapting existing analogue radios to receive the digital
signal. There are four types of digital radio adapters currently available on the market. Three of these
are used to adapt the existing analogue car radios while the fourth is used as a replacement for the
analogue radio. These are;


Adaptors Fitted to the car dashboard and connected directly to the existing radio with visible
wires (similar to a portable sat nav-type device) .These range from around £50, excluding
shipping, taxation and fitting charges.



Adaptors fitted discretely behind the car’s dashboard and integrated with existing analogue
radio and steering wheel controls .These would be invisible to the driver if fitted correctly
and they range from £150, excluding shipping, taxation and fitting.



Adaptors Integrated with the existing car radio, with a screen fitted on the car’s dashboard.
These range from £150, excluding shipping, taxation and fitting.



Digital radio head units (DIN) can be fitted to some cars and can directly replace the existing
analogue radio.

As Uganda moves towards launch of digital radio in cars, attention should be paid to the challenges
associated with radio listening in cars. These challenges include but not limited to:


DAB reception is very robust but when the signal is very weak, the station being listened to
can disappear completely. This is not the case with FM whose signal loss is gradual hence no
abrupt disconnection. This therefore requires that DAB has significant coverage especially
along highways to provide continued service.
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Considering that DAB uses different frequencies from FM radio, there is need to check that
the antenna installed on the cars is able to receive DAB. In most cases, there is a requirement
to replace the existing car aerial with a combined FM/DAB aerial, or installing a DAB aerial
to sit alongside the existing FM aerial.



DAB is also more affected by cases of weak coverage and temporally blocking of the signal
from obstacles such as trees, hills and buildings compared to FM. This also calls for adequate
coverage of the DAB signal if users are to enjoy its benefits.

1.5.3

DAB Radio over phone

There is a big trend towards radio listening over the phone especially among the youth. This is partly
associated to dropping costs of phones, portability, ease of use and minimal power consumption.
As the world goes digital, the phone manufacturing industry is also engaged in making phones that
are able to pick DAB signals to cater for this category of radio listeners and these phones are already
hitting the market. An example of such devices is a new LG Stylus DAB+ device unveiled by LG
Electronics at the Radio-day Europe 2016 radio conference in Paris. The 5.7-inch handset features
the world’s first built-in DAB+ broadcast digital radio. The handset is pre-installed with a DAB+
supporting chipset and an exclusive application, with provision for broadcasters to develop their
own tailored apps for the Stylus DAB+, in which internet services complement broadcast radio.
With many companies engaging in the digital phones manufacturing, the prices of these devices are
projected to drop hence enabling the low income end users use the DAB service over phone.

1.6 Status of DAB deployment around the world
DAB has been deployed in 35 countries around the world. DAB trials are in progress for a lot of
other countries. The map below gives the summary of the level of deployment across world.
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Figure 1-3: Map showing status of DAB deployment worldwide
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2

METHODOLOGY

To execute this project, a multi-staged methodology was adopted. The main tasks included:
Step 1: Literature survey
Under this task, a comprehensive review of all relevant literature was done. The review was
guided by the objectives of the study. Some of the topics covered in the literature review included:


The evolution of DAB/DAB+ technology,



Legal and regulatory framework of the broadcasting industry in Uganda,



Institutional framework of Uganda’s broadcasting industry,



Approaches to market assessment studies,



Advancement of DAB+ on the international stage,



Standards for DAB broadcasting,



Infrastructure requirements for implementing DAB,



Experiences of countries that have implemented DAB,



DAB’s value proposition to all stakeholders [government/regulator, broadcaster and endusers]

The output of the Literature review task formed an input into the various approaches adopted by
other countries for successful introduction of DAB and the value proposition for DAB in these
countries. This task was also key in identifying the infrastructural, policy, regulatory and policy
gaps as a basis for making recommendations regarding the necessary incentives from the various
stakeholders to have successful introduction of DAB. The preliminary stages of the desk research
involved identifying the right stakeholders to be consulted during the data collection phase and
the specific information which would be sought from each stake holder was identified. The choice
of stakeholders was guided by the research objectives tailored to answer the objectives of the
research.
Step 2: Research tools – Design and Testing
In line with research objectives, appropriate research tools were designed to gather input from
stakeholders. The stakeholders consulted in this study included radio broadcasting stations,
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consumer organizations, government agencies, users of broadcasting services and signal
distributors8. In designing the tools, both qualitative and quantitative techniques were employed.
Questionnaires were designed to collect data from radio end-users, operators of radio station and
digital signal distributors. For government agencies, consumer organizations and stakeholders
from whom very unique answers were sought, interview guides were used.
All the research were tested and shared with UCC before they were used to collect data.
Step 3: Data collection /Stakeholder Consultations
The tools used for data/information collection were two: questionnaires and interview guides.
While a questionnaire was the appropriate tool to collect information from radio users, it was not
the appropriate tool for collecting information from the government agencies, for whom an
interview guide was the more appropriate tool. Here the choice of a tool to use for a given
category of stakeholders was based on the uniqueness of the information required from them.
Questionnaires were the tool of choice for consumers of radio services, FM radio broadcasting
stations, dealers of radio sets and DTV distribution companies since the information needed from
these categories could uniquely be predetermined. For government agencies, consumer
organizations and traders associations, interview guides were chosen as the appropriate tool for
inquiry. Here below is an elaboration of the consultations with the main categories of
stakeholders.
Step 3.1: End-User Sampling/Consultations
The sampling approach used for households (consumers of radio broadcasting services) was
clustered, stratified, multi-staged and area probability-based. Precisely, using the 2014 Census
sampling frame, the sample was first stratified according to the main governance sub-regions,
that is, Northern, Eastern, Western and Central/South regions. Additionally, the sample was
stratified as per UBOS 2016 UNHS 15 sub-regions. A representative district for each sub-region
was then selected randomly. Finally, samples were randomly picked from urban areas and rural
areas of the selected districts.

8

A complete list of the stakeholders consulted is in the Appendix
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The selection of a respondent (end-user) took the following five stages, using the 2014 National
Census frame:
1) In the first stage, a sample districts (secondary sampling units (SSUs)) was randomly
picked for each of the 15 UNHS sub-regions. The urban/other urban and rural subcounties of the district were identified, as per census frame.
2) In the second stage, two primary sampling units (PSU’s) were randomly selected from
within each selected SSU. Particularly, the PSU was a randomly selected parish, within a
rural or urban sub-county.
3) In the third stage, a sampling start-point (SSPs) was selected within the pre-selected PSUs.
These SSPs mostly took the form of a significant landmark such a road junction, a market
place, a fuel station, a church or a school.
4) In the fourth stage, 12-13 households were randomly selected within each selected PSU.
In the rural PSUs, the 12 or 13 households were selected in the four campus directions
from the selected SSP. From one SSP to the next, at least 5 households would be skipped.
In the urban areas/other urban areas, it was possible to skip about 10 households between
SSPs, given the considerable higher household density than in rural areas. From each
selected district, at least 25 households were consulted.
5) And in the fifth and final stage, we randomly select the individual respondent who was
the head of household9.
In the event that the randomly selected respondent was not at home, the interviewers would
make an appointment to meet them at a later time. If, however, the randomly selected household
declined to respond to the questionnaire, the household was then substituted with the nth
household, and not next household. The variation of n varied between 5 and 10; 5 for the rural
households and 10 for the urban households.
The information gathered from the end-users covered the following areas: willingness and ability
to pay for DAB radios, value perception of DAB service, challenges with the current FM

9

Head-of-household shall be either wife, husband or the caretaker member of the house.
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broadcasting industry, extra services they would wish to have offered by radios and incentives
for successful implementation of DAB.
Step 3.2: Consulting Radio Broadcasting Stations
For each region of Uganda, at least 10 broadcasting stations were consulted. Questionnaires were
used to gather information from radio operators.

The subjects of consultation with radio broadcasting stations covered such issues as their
willingness and ability to adopt DAB, transmission infrastructure management, challenges faced
in the broadcasting business, proposed incentives needed for successful introduction of DAB and
innovative content development and recommendations towards achieving a sustainable
broadcasting environment.

Step 3.3: Consulting sellers of radio sets
Dealers in radio sets were consulted to get information on the prices of FM radio sets, to know if
they may have any DAB radios in stock and pick their views on how possible it would be for
them to sell DAB radios. In addition, information regarding the challenges encountered in radio
business were captured and how best DAB sets could be made accessible to the remote
communities. It should be noted that sellers of radio sets also deal in TVs, therefore, information
regarding lessons and experience with DTV migration was sought. In every SSP, the enumerators
visited the markets and shops and interviewed as many dealers as could be located.

Step 3.4: Consulting DTV Signal Distributors
Considering that TV digital migration is an ongoing exercise, a number of signal distribution
entities were consulted. Questionnaires were used to gather information from this category.

The points of discussion with these stakeholders were about the infrastructural needs for DAB,
the possibility of carrying DAB signals over the same infrastructure as DTV and the incentives
needed for successful DAB introduction. Also extracted were lessons to be drawn and experience
with the DTV migration.
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Step 3.5: Consulting other stakeholders – government agencies, consumer organizations and
DTV signal Distributors.
In addition to the abovementioned stakeholders, government agencies such as UNBS, NITA, and
some government ministries were consulted. Information required from these entities revolved
around legislation, standards for radio broadcasting, institutional framework and existing
government infrastructure. Consumer associations were also consulted. Considering that unique
information was required from each of these categories of stakeholders, tailored interview guides
were chosen as the appropriate research tool.
Step 4: Data Entry, Cleaning and Analysis
All raw data from consultations were forwarded to a central desk for entry. The data sets are
available in MS excel, strata and SPSS. These formats were chosen to make analysis systematic
and simple. Once the data was entered, it was checked and cleaned of any inconsistencies and
mistakes to give clean data sets.
The clean data was then analyzed, as per research objectives, to pick evidence findings of the
study. This evidence would then be presented in the study report in form of figures, percentages,
charts with accompanying narrative and evidence-based deductions.
Step 5: Documentation
Documentation of the process and findings was done continuously throughout the study, right
from inception phase. The study report was continuously updated with inputs from analysis,
research, feedback from UCC and any other new information discovered along the way.
Step 6: Dissemination
The findings of the study will be presented by the research team at a stakeholders’ workshop.
The feedback from the stakeholders’ workshop will provide further feedback to the research
team. This, along with feedback from UCC’s technical team will be used to improve the study
draft report, in preparation of the final report.
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The research team will also seek opportunities to present the key findings of the study in an
international conference and publish an article in a respectable research journal.
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3

INTERNATION EXPERIENCES ON DAB
INTRODUCTION/MIGRATION

3.1 International DAB Experiences
This section highlights examples of DAB implementation from around the world. Uganda can
learn from these experiences gathered over several years; pick best practices but also avoid the
mistakes that have made by other countries. Discussed in this section are experiences of SouthAfrica, a couple of European countries and Australia.
3.1.1

South Africa DAB Experience

The Southern African Digital Broadcasting Association (SADIBA), a member of the worldDAB,
in conjunction with the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) – South Africa; conducted a
DAB+ measurement trial with the aim of establishing an end-to-end technical functionality of the
standard. The South African Broadcasting Cooperation (SABC) assisted by securing a trial license
from the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA). The trial was run on
two transmitter stations one at Johannesburg and another at Pretoria using channel 13F.
Measurements were done from January to June 2015 while the transmitters operated both
independently and in SFN at 2 kW, 5 kW, and 10 kW transmitting power levels.
The coverage was assessed using domestic receivers and professional measuring tools. It was
noted that the 2 kW transmission requires Line of site (LOS) or near Line of site (NLOS)
propagation paths for good service quality reception. Coverage in vehicles and no LOS areas was
improved with 5 kW transmission. The 10 kW transmission on the other hand provided denser
coverage with enough signal strength in most buildings. It is important to note that measured
values were higher than predictions in all the three power transmission cases.
In their conclusion, SADIBA and NAB-South Africa, found DAB+ a suitable standard for radio
broadcasting. Their measurements correlated well with theoretical predictions in which 2kW
transmitter coverage predictions was ±1dB higher than predicted whereas 5kW and 10 kW
transmitters’ coverage predictions were ±2dB higher than predicted. The analysis indicated that
high power DAB+ transmitters are preferred to low power DAB+ transmitters.
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As of December 2015, eighteen (18) radio stations were multiplexing their signals and
transmitting at both Johannesburg and Pretoria transmitting stations at power levels of 10 kW in
a SFN. During this time, broadcasters were testing different value added services and resolving
bugs affecting the system. A completed report about DAB+ findings was submitted to ICASA
and available on http://www.sadiba.org.
Steps that were envisaged to be followed from December 2015 included:


Applying for a new 1 year trial license to complete phase 2 and 3 of the DAB+ trial in 2016.



Invite delegates from SADC Countries to witness the DAB+ trial first hand.



Fast-track a framework for establishment of Digital radio policy and regulation.



Motivate the Regulator to issue an “Invitation to apply” which will lead to Commercial
launch of Digital Radio.

Following the expiry of the first DAB+ trial license, the national regulator, ICASA extended the
DAB trial license from 12th April to 12th August 2016. The trial involved 20 radio services from the
Public, Commercial and Community Broadcasting sectors targeting 21.5 % of the population.
Well as the first phase of the trial focused on network verification processes, this second phase
focused on audio and data testing. The Trials also involve services not currently available via
terrestrial broadcasting

together with a Pop Up station catering for the blind, and partially

sighted members of society by providing the spoken word.
The country achieved tangible results during the first phase of network process verification and
these included;


Successful testing of a SFN consisting of two 10kW transmitters covering the province of
Gauteng.



Achieving coverage matching the current existing FM coverage



Testing the SFN for polarization performance. One site used horizontal polarization and the
other used vertical polarization. The results indicated that vertical polarization offered a 6db
improvement over horizontal.



Testing for signal building penetration performance. The Trial results indicated that 10kW
Transmitter power (100kW ERP) would offer better indoor penetration for Johannesburg and
Pretoria.



Successful testing for DLS and Slideshows on all services
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According to the National Integrated ICT Policy Review Report published in March 2015 by the
Telecommunications & Postal Services Republic of South Africa, the following recommendations
were made as far as the short term future of digital radio was concerned in South Africa.


There was need to put in place a standard requiring all imported devices to have digital
radio capability;



No decision to be made regarding analog radio switch off ;



The licensing of DAB and DRM to be made in parallel;



Government and other stake holders must in the meantime focus on trials, developing of
licensing framework, spectrum reservation, and encouraging take-up of receivers for car and
home use, and promoting awareness of the digital technology.

Receiver Market
The Country has not invested in putting DAB+ receivers on the market since the focus has been
on trialing licenses. It is also not expected that the DAB+ commercialization will be launched
immediately after the trial stages hence no DAB+ receivers on the market apart from those being
used for trials. The trial gadgets are expected to support slide show and other PAD services such
as SLS.
However, the automotive industry for example BMW South Africa has been engaged in the trials
so that new cars have DAB+ Compatible radios.
Lessons to draw from South African DAB+ experience


Cross sector collaboration and engagement. The success achieved so far as digitization of
radio is South Africa can be largely attributed to the joint effort from the different players in
the radio ecosystem. The trialing phase has the national regulator ICASA, the broadcasters
represented by NAB, the state –owned network operator doing the signal distribution role
and BMW south Africa a key stakeholder in the automotive industry among other
stakeholders;



No marginalization of special interest groups. The country has adopted the all-inclusive
approach right from the trail phase of the digitization phase by considering services and
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features which cater for the blind and partially sighted through popup stations with sound
provision as opposed to readable text only;


Adoption DAB+ which is a more superior and spectrum efficient standard compared to DAB
which was at the forefront for countries like the UK;



Digital Radio DAB+ Trial Working Group tasked with overseeing successful DAB+ trials and
finding remedies to any threats that may arise during the trial period.



Clear political vision and commitment towards

the future of digital radio from the

government which has given broadcasters certainty that the future of radio in South Africa is
digital hence the willingness to make the necessary investments. The state-owned network
operator, Sentech is doing the signal distribution role;


Adoption of cost-cutting options in which a single MUX will be used by 40 radio services on
a rotation basis to give the 40 broadcasters across the country a fair chance for undertaking
the trial.

3.1.2

United Kingdom DAB Experience

The UK currently has the world's biggest digital radio network, with over 103 transmitters , two
nationwide DAB ensembles and 48 local and regional DAB ensembles, broadcasting over 250
commercial and 34 BBC radio stations with more than 50 of these stations are broadcasting in
London. On DAB digital radio most listeners can receive around 20 additional stations, in
addition to the analogue stations available on digital. The frequency band used is 217.5 to 230
MHz.
DAB accounts for 71% of all digital listening in the UK which stands at 45.5% of all the radio
listening in the country, but accounting for over 50% of all listening among 15-24 year olds and
35-44 year olds. A considerable percentage of radio listening takes place in cars and as a result,
the government has been engaging car manufacturers to have digital enabled car radios. The
result of this intervention has seen 86% of new cars sold in the third quarter of 2016 come with
DAB as standard.
The country has embarked on a two-year programme of DAB coverage build-out which will see
the number of local DAB transmitters doubles in a bid to have the local DAB coverage match the
FM equivalence with focus put on both settlement areas and major road networks. The set target
was to have 182 new digital transmitters and over 6,700km of road coverage by close of 2016
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hence increasing local DAB coverage from 75% to 91%. The country has 3 regular national
Multiplexes, 10 regional multiplexes and 61 local multiplexes 10 of them being on trial. The
ongoing expansion of the local coverage has seen the digital listening share to local radio stations
exceed 30% in 2016 from 26.8 % in 2015.
The UK media regulator, Ofcom, accepted the Sound Digital consortium's bid to run the new
Digital Two national commercial DAB network. The consortium is made up of Bauer Media
Group, UTV Media and Arqiva (who own and run Digital One). The second national DAB digital
radio multiplex sits alongside the existing Digital One network, and all the local digital radio
platforms that currently operate. Digital Two features an additional 15-18 new DAB stations with
potentially up to 30% of the network using DAB+. The new digital-only stations launched in early
2016. The launch of the new digital radio stations and the Digital Two network has significantly
increased demand for DAB digital radios. Given the limited difference in audio quality between
FM and DAB, simulcasting more stations in digital would not make consumers go out and buy a
DAB receiver but perhaps this step would lead to the availability of compelling new content
which will be an impetus towards acceptance of digitization.
The survival of commercial DAB radio in UK has been attributed to to a health advertising
market, coupled with stable audiences which have been an incentive for future development and
investment in DAB radio. Radio stations broadcasting digital content have realized a significant
increase in the listening hours, audience and revenue.
At the moment, the UK government has put in place an action plan roadmap to complete digital
switchover which will be done once the following key targets are met.
 Digital listening share to reach 50% of all listening hours , and
 When local commercial and national DAB coverage reaches the FM coverage equivalence .
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DAB trials and Market awareness
The UK has a country-wide DAB infrastructure which favors larger stations with national wide
coverage interest. Such a network infrastructure however is not suitable for local small
broadcasters due to high costs associated with such networks. To cater for the hundreds of the
existing local and regional AM/FM stations, the UK government has granted the national
regulator funding to test the technical scope for small-scale low cost DAB transmitters with close
to 60 new stations broadcasting on small scale DAB. The regulator is currently running ten
technical trials across the UK with direct funding from the government and this approach could
provide an affordable route for smaller stations to broadcast on DAB digital radio. There are
currently over 90 small commercial and community stations broadcasting in the 10 trial areas of
the Ofcom small-scale DAB trials whose funding was extended by two years with plans for new
licensing framework to replicate the same in other parts of the country.
UK DAB Regulatory Environment
The Digital radio services are broadcast on Band III of the spectrum with provision for third party
or broadcaster owning the multiplex. The Public broadcaster, the BBC is governed by a royal
charter and agreement and all new stations being introduced by the BBC must be approved by
government. The commercial broadcasters are regulated by Ofcom. The minimum bit-rate for
music stations, mandatory ‘must carry’ obligations, maintenance of service providers’ stations
commitments and the amount of data content are governed by regulations. The UK broadcasting
Acts of 1900 and 1996 permit the Ofcom advertise and provide licenses for digital radio ensembles
subject to an open bidding process. The license is awarded to the highest bidder for duration of
twelve years and this award can be on a national, regional or local basis. The broadcaster who
wishes to have digital broadcast has to contact the ensemble or multiplex operator of a local or
national DAB ensemble or digital terrestrial multiplex to broadcast within a region, subject to a
fee payable to the ensemble operator.
Lessons to learn from UK Experience


Regarding Institutional structure, there is need to setup a body involving all key stake holders
to focus on the non core activities of the digital radio such as marketing, coordination,
engaging retailers and manufacturers and also creating awareness about DAB. The UK setup
Digital Radio UK composed of representative from car manufacturers, broadcasters, radio
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manufacturers and network operators .The activities of the body include awareness,
coordinating public communications, collaboration and engagement with government and
manufacturing industry.


Make affordable devices available on the market: Affordable devices are needed on the
market to stimulate and accelerate uptake of DAB. This will give low-income listeners access
to digital radio and might also encourage undecided people to give digital radio a try given
the low economic barrier. Additionally, a range of devices is needed at a variety of price and
quality levels to cater for all listener target groups and audiences.



Provision of regulatory Incentives: In the UK, the regulatory incentives were provided at the
very outset of radio digitization. There was automatic renewal of analog licenses for
broadcasters who were transmitting digital along the analog transmission.



Offer future-proof devices: Consumers should be provided with devices which will, not be
outdated after a short time after purchase not to have negative perception for DAB from users.
This however needs coordination between broadcasters, regulators and the manufacturing
industry. The UK’s Digital Radio Certification Mark or simply Tick Mark identifies radio
devices that meet minimum requirements through a test, assuring buyers that the product is
future-ready and will enable them to receive DAB, DAB+ and FM radio stations.



Target unattended audiences. The UK broadcasters have special stations targeting particular
audiences such as youth or particular categories of advertisers and events.



Design a product strategy, not a platform strategy .The biggest incumbent radio players try
to bundle a comprehensive portfolio of radio stations throughout their various distribution
platforms rather than providing a platform-based offer. Bundling leads to synergies and
therefore cost savings. At the same time, it allows commercial broadcasters to maximize
advertising revenue by offering a more attractive range of outlets for advertisers. This has
been the case in the UK, where the commercial group Absolute Radio has bundled an offer of
digital-only music radio stations that accounts for most of its listenership.



Extending collaboration to all technical platforms. In the UK, the BBC and the main
commercial players agreed to share a common internet platform.



Use of the Digital technology in a digital way by exploiting all services that can be used on
the digital platform. The UK have exploited temporary or pop up digital stations.
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Need to plan the digitization and the subsequent switchover process: In the UK, the industry
and the government worked together to produce the Digital Radio Action Plan. From 2010 to
2013, information was gathered for a well-informed decision by the government on whether
to switch off analogue broadcasts. The plan was built around consumer choice, quality,
affordability, accessibility and awareness, producing publicly available documents in
different key areas.



Communicate a single clear and accurate message to show coordination and avoid confusion
of the general. In the UK, the national information and promotional campaign is coordinated
under one single message: ‘get digital radio’. Originally it focused on DAB but this was later
seen as a mistake and the label used was changed to digital radio, including on other
platforms;



Plan promotions and campaigns;



Ensure good buying experience by equipping retailers with sufficient knowledge to explain
main features of digital radio to consumers and radios must be displayed at the point of sale;

Attend to the after-market. Most of the current radio audience will not change their cars during
the transition period or will not have the opportunity to buy a car with a digital tuner. This means
that in-car adaptors for digital services need to be provided in an accessible and affordable
manner.
3.1.3

Germany DAB Experience

Germany launched DAB+ in August 2011 and the allocation of frequencies for the second national
multiplex has been approved with the tendering process expected to be completed in 2017 with
the motive of covering national wide private radios. Prior to this, the country has been operating
on one national Multiplex, 26 regional and 4 regular local multiplexes.
The country has digital radio coverage in all metropolitan areas with geographical coverage of
89.6% as of 2016 and population coverage of 95.3%.The combined indoor coverage stands at
71.8%.
Germany has prioritized coverage along highways and tunnels with the coverage at 90.1% of the
first level road network. It also boosts of a vibrant automotive sector which has been fully
engaged in digital planning with more than 80% of new cars having DAB+ as an option. The
German government recommends DAB+ as the platform for the delivery of safety relevant traffic
data which makes it the future standard for the digital radio in this country. All German car
manufacturers provide DAB+ dealer fit solutions and they are working on the integration of
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additional data services for in-car usage such as Slideshow or EPG for in-car and TPEG in
particular. Various aftermarket solutions are available to allow digital radio reception in car.
The country has made a resolve to migrate from FM to digital in a year’s time and to successfully
achieve this; a steering board dubbed digital radio board was created with responsibility for
creating a smooth transition from FM to DAB+. The board comprises of representatives from
radio receiver manufactures, car manufacturers, broadcasters, regional media authorities,
German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI) and federal government
There are more than 150 radio stations with digital receptions with most of the stations having
additional services such as DLS or DL+, EPG and weather and traffic charts.
Regulatory environment and receiver market
The country adopted DAB+ as the standard for radio with broadcasting occurring in Band III of
the frequency spectrum. Spectrum assignment is assigned at regional and national basis by
different authorities depending on the license being requested for. The National Federal Network
Agency awards the Telecommunication license to the network operator to run the network
infrastructure while the broadcasters are assigned the media license by the media authority at the
state level. The country is also considering a regulatory provision for renewal of FM licenses only
for stations broadcasting via DAB+.
There were a total of 360,000 DAB+ radios sold in the period from January – May 2016 with
devices going for as low as 20 Euros. By 2015, 10% of the Germany households had DAB+ radio.
900,000 DAB+ radios sold in 2015
Lesson to learn






There is Inter-body extensive marketing and awareness campaign dubbed “initiative digital
radio Deutschland” aimed at consolidating past cooperation and offering a consolidated
communication to the market. This has created awareness of the benefits of the digital radio
by fronting a common consolidated message to the public.
The authorities have ensured easy access to radio receivers at an affordable cost with receiver
devices going as low as 20 Euros. This initiative saw 360,000 DAB+ radios sold in fourth
months period from January – May 2016 which is a far high figure compared to the experience
of pioneer countries in the digital radio like the UK.
Intensive investment in rollout of network infrastructure at regional and local levels which
guarantee national wide coverage across the entire country. The regional multiplexes cover
close to 89.5% of the entire population. A similar effort has been put towards ensuring
coverage along major road networks and tunnels
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Fore-fronting of the DAB+ technology as opposed to the inferior DAB technology has also
been key towards Germany success story.



Collaboration among the different stake holders such as the federal government, BMVI, Car
manufacturers, Broadcasters and international engagements across the Germany boarders
within the Euro zone market.

3.1.4

Australia DAB Experience

The introduction of digital radio in Australia was preceded by the introduction of the digital radio
framework in the Broadcasting Legislation Amendment (Digital Radio) Act 2007, which was
passed by the Australian Parliament in May 2007.The digital radio act amended the

Radio-

communications Act which was in place, to allow the licensing, planning and regulation of digital
radio services. The digital radio framework was modified slightly by the digital radio act 2008
consequently resulting into the launching of the national and commercial digital radio services
in July 2009.
Currently, the country has 65% of the population and 94% of all roads in the five metropolitan
cities with DAB+ coverage. The Cities with digital services on air include Adelaide, Brisbane,
Melbourne, Perth and Sydney with digital radio trials being conducted in Canberra and Darwin.
Community radio broadcasters formally launched their digital radio services in the mainland
state capital cities in May 2011. In the city of Sydney which has the largest population, there are
29 commercial digital radio services with 18 of them being digital-only and 11 are simulcasts of
existing analogue services, eight community digital radio services (three of which are digitalonly, three are simulcast and two are a hybrid of digital-only and simulcast content) and the
national broadcasters collectively provide 20 digital radio services (13 of which are digital-only
and seven are simulcast).
The country has seen high proliferation of digital devices on the market with over 2.9 million
devices with DAB+ being sold and more than 553,000 vehicles with DAB+ already on market.
This has increased the DAB+ listening share to over 26.3% of total radio listening .The
collaboration with the automotive industry has also seen 28 Vehicle Manufacturers now include
DAB+ in new cars with new vehicle aftermarket products available starting for as low as 119
Australian Dollars. This is largely attributed to the collaboration between the government,
broadcasters and the manufacturing industry.
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The technology currently being used to provide digital terrestrial radio services in Australia is
DAB+, an advanced form of DAB technology. The radio industry has consistently supported the
adoption of DAB+ technology for digital radio as it is the most mature of the digital radio
technologies and currently the one that can most readily provide audiences with affordable
receivers. To date, all planning for digital radio has been focused on the use of DAB+.
Regional Networks
The Digital Radio Report released in by the Australian government recommended the
establishment of a Digital Radio Planning Committee to be chaired by the Australian
Communications and Media Authority for Regional Australia to focus on the rollout of digital
radio to regional areas outside the five main cities. The same report recommended provision of
simpler, more flexible process for planning and licensing of digital radio in regional towns
through simplification of the regulatory framework.

The Federal government and the

broadcasters have put in place a timetable for regional coverage roll-out with priority to be given
to permanent assignment of licenses to regions which have been undertaking DAB+ trails.
There are currently 13 regular regional multiplexes and 2 trial regional multiplexes on air
broadcasting nearly 210 DAB+ services between them, with most multiplex delivering 18 or more
services.
The regional trial licenses have been extended to provide an opportunity for broadcasters to
experiment with new features and functionality on DAB+, as well as continue testing a range of
planning techniques and equipment types. The Canberra trial is showing that broadcaster
collaboration on a single shared multiplex offers a cost effective model.
The DAB+ trial signal in both Canberra and Darwin is at low power but ongoing tests have
indicated coverage at low power has been able to extend to a large part of the Canberra and
Darwin areas. A boost was required to retransmit the trial signal into Parliament House and this
has provided additional testing opportunities for “in building” coverage in a challenging
structure. The trial services continue to be subject to occasional interruptions and changes in
power for ongoing technical testing.
All People listening to DAB+ stations via DAB+ or internet and listening to AM/FM stations
simulcast via DAB+ .Almost all stations in Australia are using slideshow and all are delivering
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dynamic scrolling text. There is no format restriction for Australian DAB+ services, so stations
can develop new formats and test the audience’s interest in these digital only services.
Regulatory environment
The Country has focused on DAB+ technology which involves sharing spectrum and
infrastructure which consequently necessitated change in the licensing regime. The current
licensing region involves three categories of licenses and these are


Category 1 – commercial and community broadcasters sharing a multiplex;



Category 2 – commercial, community and national broadcasters sharing a multiplex;



Category 3 – national broadcasters sharing a multiplex.

The DAB+ services in Australia operate in VHF Band III (174 – 230 MHz) with the L-Band
spectrum though a candidate for digital radio, reserved for future planning options but excluding
possible use for digital radio services. This is partly attributed to the fact that not all DAB+
receivers currently available in Australia could tune to services in the L-Band and additionally,
the World DMB Forum digital radio receiver profiles do not require inclusion of L-Band in the
digital radio receivers. The findings of most studies conducted have no indicator that the L-Band
spectrum will be required for digital radio in Australia. In its planning of this band for television
services, the national regulator created a 14 MHz digital radio sub-band comprising VHF
television channels 9 and 9A, which is clear of digital television in metropolitan and regional
license areas. There is no further VHF Band III spectrum available for digital radio purposes in
metropolitan and regional television license areas. Most national broadcasters terrestrially
transmit their digital radio services to the mainland state capital cities although there are a
number of them whose services are also transmitted with their terrestrial digital television
services. In addition, the Viewer Access Satellite Television (VAST) service provides access to,
among others, a range of national broadcaster radio services, some of which are digital-only.
Other key features of the Australian regulatory framework are;
 There is no cost for spectrum or licenses for stations operating on analogue platform
 Free allocation of 128 kbs to existing commercial/private analogue station on use of lose
restriction.
 There is no end date in place for issuance of licenses
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 Commercial broadcasters have their own multiplexes in each of the current five large
markets.
 Public service broadcasters have their own multiplex;
 Broadcasters are given the first option to own License for the Multiplex;
 No new DAB+ only operators for six years from date of switch on in each market;
 No format restrictions for existing operators or limits on new DAB+ only stations on what
they can offer;
 No restriction on amount of data allowed;
 No analogue switch off date agreed as yet;
 In smaller regions, it may be that public service and commercial broadcasters share a
multiplex to keep costs down;
 11 on-channel repeaters are licensed and rollout commenced;
 Each incumbent broadcaster in the five metropolitan cities with permanent DAB+ services
allocated an entitlement to a minimum of 128kbit/s (1/9 multiplex) and a maximum of
256kbit/s (1/5 multiplex);
Success for Digital Radio
Australia is one of the countries that have registered success in digital radio. This is attributed to
a number of factors including conducive legislation and regulatory environment and favorable
radio Market. In order to encourage uptake of digital radio in Australia;


As a regulatory incentive for commercial broadcasters, each existing commercial analogue
station was given 128 kilobits/sec of VHF Band III capacity free as a basic entitlement for
digital transmission. The radio broadcaster who had two stations were given 256 kilobits/sec.
The only restriction placed on this incentive was the use or loose restriction in which the
broadcaster would lose the frequency space if they are not using it as agreed;



To protect the investment, while broadcasters are carrying two costs of broadcasting –
analogue and digital, a legislation was put into place not to allow new entrants into the digital
radio market for six years until 2005, to allow time for existing broadcasters to move listeners
to digital radio and find new revenue to cover costs incurred;
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The country adopted an extensive and continuous marketing, promotion and public relation
campaign to raise awareness about digital radio with resources and airtime reserved for this
purpose.

The

country

has

digital

plus

Logo

and

dedicated

joint

website

(www.digitalradioplus.com.au) capturing all information regarding digital radio for endusers, retailers and manufacturers;


The Australian broadcasters have been able to exploit the versatility of DAB+ spectrum by
broadcasting up to two additional stations in addition to their current analogue stations hence
opening up new revenue opportunities including but not limited to pop up stations solely for
an advertiser, on screen advertising, scrolling text and increased inventory due to advertising
opportunities on the additional station;.



The collaboration between commercial and non commercial stations and other players in the
radio result has been a key success factor. This has resulted into cost sharing hence making
digital radio capital and operational expenses bearable by the different players;



Extensive marketing and promotion campaigns;



Focus on ensuring digital signal coverage by use of single high powered sites (50 kW EIRP)
to cover major cities backed up by low powered on-channel repeaters to provide enhanced
coverage where needed;



Focus on generation of new content with appeal to different target groups and advertising
agencies



Close collaboration between the federal government, the national regulator, broadcasters and
the industry;



Flexibility in the regulatory framework catering for broadcasters in the metropolitan cities
and those at regional levels;



Adoption of the more spectrum-efficient DAB+ as opposed to other countries still embracing
the earlier DAB version;



Availability of a wide range of receiver devices usable with different digital platforms at
affordable prices. The Australian market caters for different kinds of digital receivers ranging
from Phone, Home sets, Car radios and streaming option.
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3.1.5

Challenges to implementation and uptake of DAB – UK Example

The United Kingdom was one of the countries to launch digital radio broadcasting with the
regulatory framework being laid in 1966. However, the progress of the digital radio in the country
has not been as had earlier been anticipated resulting in shifting target dates for digital switch
over. Whereas some of the factors for the poor performance of

digitization process were

inevitable, a big number of these issues were avoidable had the relevant authorities took the
necessary caution. Therefore it is advisable that as Uganda moves toward introduction of DAB,
close attention should be given to these issues. The key factors that crippled the digitization
process in UK included;
1. The radio industry in the UK was highly fragmented with vast array of platforms on which
digital radio could be delivered. These included Analogue terrestrial broadcasts of FM/AM/
SW, digital broadcast via cable, digital broadcast via TV, digital broadcast via satellite, and
broadband and dialup Internet connections. In addition to the delivery platforms, there was
plethora of both broadcast and non-broadcast programs delivered by podcasts and internet
streams. Having been drowned in this sea of competing technologies and services, digital
terrestrial DAB was seen as just a supplement of FM and other services in place and not an
alternative as it had been expected by the fore-fronters of this standard since it did not offer
any unique features in terms of services and audio quality.
2. Poor DAB network planning and rollout. There was delayed rollout of local multiplexes
resulting into poor coverage in regional areas leading to frustration of the masses and
commercial creating uncertainty of DAB. Even in the areas which had DAB coverage, due to
the low transmit power deployed, the signal reception was patchy with poor reception for
inbuilt areas especially in basements and ground floors. This was largely attributed to poor
network planning with most of the DAB transmitters located outside cities with focus put on
ensuring network coverage along road networks. Another challenge that arose out of poor
network planning was the uneven distribution of DAB coverage with no common coverage
for the commercial broadcasters and the BBC. This setting would now allow consumer to
make choice on the digital content that they would be interested in.
Therefore, it was hard for DAB to compete with the FM which had a national wide coverage
with robust signal reception in homes, cars and phones coupled with cheaper receiver
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gadgets. Indeed, the Ofcom market survey conducted in 2008 findings indicated that 88.8%
of the consumers were satisfied with their current analogue radio services so no incentive for
new standard.
3. The “Build it and they will come” approach did not yield fruits. The broadcasters anticipated
that once the network infrastructure was in place, the users would automatically come and
use the service which never happened. This was partly premised on the fact that while
resources and commitment were dedicated to facilitate network rollout, little of the same was
put towards end user receiver devices. With good coverage along major road networks and
tunnels, there were no cars and mobile phones fitted with DAB standard on the UK market
hence no one to use these services. Manufacturers had no incentive for including digital
receivers in cars due to a small market share and even those who did, they incorporated DAB+
receivers which were being adopted by other regional players like Germany and Australia.
As a result, the broadcasters incurred high investment costs with low returns.
4. The quality and type of digital content that was being featured on DAB was not attracting
consumers with a big percentage of users with DAB receivers still preferring to listen to
analogue content.DAB was characterized by poor audio quality compared to FM and yet the
carriage costs of DAB were too high compared to analogue. Consequently, DAB spectrum
was majorly used for broadcasting publically funded radio projects and events.
5. DAB as a standard was not the best choice for the United Kingdom since it appears to be an
outdated technology with poor error control mechanisms as far as global radio standards
stand at the moment. The DAB technology was characterized by limitations such as poor
audio quality compared to FM and high costs of carriage for small local stations which form
a big share of the radio broadcasting sector in the United Kingdom
6. According to the RAJAR survey 2009, almost ten years after launch of DAB standard, the
number of people listening to analog radio stood at 67.9% with DAB having 15% share,
internet 2% and other platforms accounting for the 25%. The national regulator Ofcom
attributed this trend to lack of consumer awareness regarding the ways of accessing digital
radio.
7. The radio receiver market in the UK has been on the decline due to the emergency of mobile
phones that are portable, cheap, and readily available and yet with extra services that cannot
be provided by the radio set. The mobile phone radio market is dominated with FM with
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countries like the United States through their broadcasters pushing for inclusion of FM
support in all manufactured phones. With the bigger part of the world still using FM, there
was no market incentives for manufacturers invest in inclusion of DAB in the mobile phone
since it was not a recognized global standard and had little market share.
8. As of 2008, DAB receivers were more costly compared to analogue receivers. That
notwithstanding, there were already a massive volume of analogue receivers in possession
by the UK people with each person having on average of 2.4 analogue radios excluding
mobile phone radios. It was therefore not an easy task to convince people to do away with
these cheap and yet durable receivers in exchange for the digital sets. The DAB receivers also
had competition from personal audio players and TV sets for home entertainment.
To make matters worse the legacy DAB receivers on the UK market had no provision for
software or audio codecs upgrade, not usable in other European countries using other DAB
standards and were not compatible with DAB+ stations which made them not future proof.
This therefore affected consumer propensity to buy these sets and also reluctance for external
markets to manufacture or import these devices.
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4

ASSESSING UGANDA’S READINESS FOR DAB

4.1 Infrastructure requirements for DAB network
As highlighted in chapter 1, the biggest and the most expensive component of a DAB network is
the signal distribution sub-system. This section of the report explores possibilities of leveraging
the existing networks in building a DAB signal distribution network for Uganda.
4.1.1

Option 1: DAB site-sharing with Digital TV

Passive components of the DTV broadcast network may be shared with the DAB distribution
network subsystem. Particularly, the components that can be shared include the masts,
transmitter houses or containers, generators, and uninterruptible power supplies at the Signet
Uganda’s DTV transmitting stations. The locations of the fifteen DTV broadcast stations are
shown in figure 3-4.

Figure 4-1: Signet DTV Transmitting sites that can be updgraded for DAB network usage
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For DAB introduction, there is need to install a head end at Kololo transmitting station.
Transmitters will also be required, feeder/coaxial cables, band pass filters, power dividers,
antenna systems, and a resource for distribution of signals to upcountry transmitting stations.
For this resource, more channels can be obtained and the satellite facilities (uplink and downlink)
of the DTV network can be used. Alternatively, a cheaper option of the NBI’s optical fiber network
showed in figure 3-5 can be used for distribution purposes. This option however, requires that all
the phases of the project are completed.
4.1.2

Option 2: DAB Signal Distribution via the NBI

The Government of Uganda, through (NITA-U) has implemented the National Data
Transmission Backbone Infrastructure (NBI) whose major aims are to connect all major towns
within the country onto an Optical Fibre Cable based Network. Phase I and II of the project
involved laying of 1590 km of Optical Fibre Cable across the country to build the National Data
Transmission Backbone, Connection of NBI to the borders of Southern Sudan (Elegu) and Kenya
(Malaba and Busia) thereby linking the country to other regional backbone infrastructure and
expansion of the Government Metropolitan Area Network into a Wide Area Network covering
the 22 towns of Kampala, Entebbe, Bombo, Mukono, Jinja, Busia, Tororo, Malaba, Kumi, Mbale,
Soroti, Lira, Gulu, Masindi, Nakasongola, Luwero, Mbarara, Kasese, Fort Portal and Kyenjojo.
Phase III of the project is still ongoing and intended to cover the Districts of Masaka, Mbarara and
Kabale. This phase will extend connectivity to the border points with Tanzania and Rwanda at
Mutukula and Katuna respectively. This is expected to be completed within the 2016/17 financial
year.
With this fibre network already covering key regions of the country and still being extended, it
would be of much economic and technical interest to consider it an option for DAB signal
distribution. As indicated in the NBI coverage map; the DAB signals, if distributed using the NBI,
are able to reach all major regions of the country. The Drop-off links can be installed by the
broadcasters or any other entity to transmitting stations distant from the NBI. According to NITAU, the NBI has sufficient capacity to handle this traffic and it is able to meet the stringent network
availability requirements for radio broadcasting. From the interview findings, the NBI can
guarantee up to 98% network availability though this comes with route protections and
alternative routing options. This comes with increased charges imposed on the signal distributor
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– the entity leasing from NITA-U. The findings also indicate that there are policy provisions
already in place for leasing the NBI bandwidth to any interested entity – government or private.

Figure 4-2: NITA-U National infrastructure backbone routes

KEY: Phase I (Yellow) Phase II (Blue) and Phase III (Green)
Source: The National Backbone Infrastructure Project at:
https://www.nita.go.ug/projects/national-backbone-infrastructure-project-nbiegi
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Digital Audio Broadcasting technically lies at the interface of traditional radio broadcasting and
Information Communication Technology, in a sense that digital audio messages may be
transmitted over the IP paths. The significance of this technological convergence means that
(digital) radio broadcasting and ICT cannot be viewed as distinct fields anymore. Successful
introduction and implementation of DAB in Uganda will require Uganda Communications
Commission to collaborate closely with NITA and the administration of the National
Infrastructure Backbone (NIB). Also, there will be possibilities of digital radio interfacing with
other digital content platforms such as the telecommunications sector, which brings about new
opportunities and additional content.

4.2 Policy, Legal and Regulatory framework
Uganda has comprehensive policy, legal and regulatory frameworks for ICT services in general.
Here below are some policy and legal instruments that would be relevant to the introduction of
DAB in Uganda.
Uganda Communications Act, 2013
Gazetted in January 2013 as “An act to consolidate and harmonize the Uganda Communications Act of
1997 and the Electronic Media Act of 1996; to dissolve the Uganda Communication Commission and
broadcasting Council and reconstitute them as one body known as the Uganda Communications
Commission; and to provide for related matters.” UCC is thus the converged regulator
telecommunications, data communications, broadcasting, postal communications, radio
communications and infrastructure10.
Under this Act, UCC is mandated to monitor, inspect, license, supervise, control and regulate
communications services; and to allocate, license, standardize and manage use of radio frequency
spectrum resources in manner that ensures widest variety of programming and optimal
utilization of spectrum resources.

10

UCC Strategic plan 2013/2014 – 16/17
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Part IV of the Act, “Licensing of Communications,” addresses licensing of radio communications,
management and use of frequency spectrum, installation of television & radio stations and
broadcasting license, right to broadcast and broadcasting standards. The Uganda
Communications Act is therefore adequately provides for the introduction of DAB in Uganda.
Both areas licensing and regulation are adequately addressed therein
Uganda Broadcasting Policy, 2004
The policy was developed to ensure that the broadcasting industry is well regulated and the
public are assured of quality broadcasting. The policy spells out the roles of government (Ministry
of ICT and National Guidance) and the regulator (Uganda Communications Commission)
towards realizing the policy objectives.
Section 4.8 of the policy is addressed to digital broadcasting in Uganda (see page 41). In that
section, it is stated that the government is to provide an appropriate legal framework while the
regulator is to provide for gradual transformation from analogue to digital broadcasting. The
section also mentions that broadcasters will be encouraged to convert from analogue to digital
broadcasting, without stating clearly how this will be done.
Uganda Broadcasting Corporation Act, 2005
The UBC Act was enacted “to provide for the establishment of Uganda Broadcasting Corporation,
its functions, powers and its administration; to provide for s successor corporate body to Radio
Uganda and Uganda Television; and for connected purposes. The objectives of the Corporation
shall be to –
(a) Develop the broadcasting bodies into a public national broadcasting centre of excellence,
for the purpose of providing electronic media and consultancy services that educate and
guide the public;
(b) Achieve and sustain comprehensive national radio and television coverage; and to
(c) Achieve and sustain a common carrier status.
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Digital Migration Policy for Terrestrial Television Broadcasting in Uganda, April 2011
The purpose of the policy is to provide a framework to facilitate smooth transition from analogue
to digital terrestrial broadcasting (page 10). The policy has five objectives, viz.


Create and separate market segment into infrastructure services provision and content
services provision;



Ensure equitable access and quality broadcasting services;



To ensure efficient use of radio spectrum;



Protect the general public against unfair practices during the transition and beyond;



To ensure environmental protection during the transition and beyond;



To promote local content development.

Policy strategies for each of the six policy objectives were identified and explained (page12 of the
policy). This policy was designed particularly for terrestrial digital Television broadcasting.
Policy gap: While section 4.8 of the broadcasting policy (2004) mentions migration to digital
broadcasting, it does so only briefly, and is devoid of any details. As expected, the digital
migration policy for Terrestrial TV broadcasting Uganda does not cover digital radio
broadcasting. This study therefore strongly recommends development of a comprehensive
national policy on DAB.
A Digital Audio Broadcasting policy for Uganda would ensure smooth introduction of DAB and
smooth operations. Additionally, it would ensure that the country gets maximum benefits from
implementing the technology, equitable access while protecting the general public against
inferior products and services. In particular, the digital audio broadcasting policy may include
(but not limited to) the following;


Develop the DAB market structure and licensing framework;



Define a regulation and administration framework for all licensed players in the DAB
space;



Enable universal access to DAB services, by providing for affordable products and
services;
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Define quality-of-service for DAB service, to protect the general public against inferior
service offerings;



Define national technical standards in order to ensure interoperability, economies of scale
while safeguarding universal access;



Provide a guiding framework for content development;



Develop and provide guidelines for the establishment and operation of signal
distributors;



Provide for public consultation and awareness and provide mechanism for consumer
protection against sub-standard DAB products and services;



Provide a clear timeframe for DAB trials and eventual implementation of the technology;



Provide guidelines on co-existence of analogue and DAB broadcasting, especially for
radio stations that may choose to implement simulcasting;



Advise the process of procurement of good quality and affordable DAB receivers, and
hence protect the general public from inferior products;



Devise a motivation strategy for enhancing uptake of DAB;



Advise the process for proper disposal of analogue equipment (for users who voluntarily
opt to switch to DAB).

Other strategic documents: A roadmap for introduction of DAB in Uganda needs to be drawn. It
is this document that will guide the country and the DAB taskforce to implement the policy.

4.3 Harmonizing DAB with regional and International Obligations
Uganda is a party to international treaties and regarding radio broadcasting and general RF
spectrum allocations. To ensure harmonization, both regionally and internationally, it is
imperative for Uganda to observe these cross-border agreements as she introduces DAB. These
obligations include:

a) International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
The ITU Regional Agreement GE06 is contained in the RRC-06 Final Acts and governs the use of
frequencies by terrestrial digital broadcast services in bands III and IV/V respectively ranging
from 174 – 230 MHz and 470 – 860 MHz. The GE06 Agreement also contains the assignment and
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allotment plans of frequency for television and audio digital broadcasting services. As part of the
GE06 agreement, the ITU ear-marked frequency band 174 – 230 MHz, band III, for T-DAB or TDMB. As a member of the ITU, Uganda is bound by the agreement.
b) African Telecommunications Union (ATU)
The ATU has a technical advisory arm in spectrum management, which is known as African
Spectrum Working Group (AFRISWOG). In 2013, AFRISWOG commissioned a study, entitled
“Digital Sound Broadcasting and Optimization of GE84 FM Broadcasting plan.” The broad
objectives of the study were to:
1) Study the need and recommend options for introduction of digital sound broadcasting
including applicable standards and associated frequency plans; and
2) Study the need and recommend options for optimization of GE84 FM sound broadcasting
plans including options for introduction of digital FM radio.
The detailed terms of reference for the study are available at http://atu-uat.org/12th-to-14thnovember-2013/#. The preliminary report of the study is now available: http://atuuat.org/30th-september-to-2nd-october-2015/. The fact that such as a study was adopted by
ATU, demonstrates the continent-wide interest in digital sound broadcasting, as well as the
importance of harmonized implementation of the same.

c) East-Africa Communications Organization (EACO)
EACO was established in 2000 with an objective to promote and strengthen cooperation among
all East-African Community members in the development of communications services.
Particularly, Working Group number 6 of EACO is focused on steering broadcasting
development and regulation – working on regional harmonization of broadcasting services. In
the 7th Meeting of EACO Working Group 611, it was agreed by all members that EACO would

11
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follow studies being conducted by African Spectrum Working Group (AFRISWOG) on digital
sound broadcasting.
At the time of compiling this report (January 2017), EACO has not done any studies or developed
any guidelines for introduction of DAB in the member countries. Uganda therefore has a unique
opportunity to offer leadership as far as introduction of DAB in EACO is concerned.
4.3.1

The Institutional framework for DAB introduction

The introduction of DAB in Uganda will require participation of various institutions and other
stakeholders, all playing complementary roles. The table below indicates the relevant
stakeholders and their mandates in regard to introduction of DAB.
Table 4-1: Institutional framework for DAB introduction in Uganda

Institution

Mandate

GoU - Ministry of Information In charge of putting in place and enabling environment for
Communication
and

Technology the introduction and uptake of DAB; by creating an enabling

National

Guidance policy, legal and regulatory environment.

(MoICT)
Uganda

Communications According to the UCC Act of 2013, UCC has the mandate to

Commission (UCC)

“monitor, inspect, license, supervise, control and regulate
communication services.” Further, UCC is to “allocate,
license, standardize and manage the use of radio frequency
spectrum resources~”. Therefore the responsibility to
allocate frequencies, license and regulate DAB operations
lies with UCC.

Uganda

Broadcasting Established by the Act of Parliament Number 5/2005 to

Corporation (UBC)

serve as Uganda’s national public broadcaster, UBC was
designed to provide for a successor corporate body for radio
Uganda and Uganda Television; and for connected
purposes. The same Act points out one of the functions of
UBC as to “carry out signal distribution as a common
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carrier.” The mandate to distribute DAB signal therefore lies
with UBC.
National

Association

of NAB

Broadcasters (NAB) and other

is

an

association

of

electronic

broadcasting

companies12, and all organizations involved in electronic
broadcasting that seeks to protect and represent the interests
of its members in a stronger, more impacting and more
organized effort.
NAB is mandated to keep its members abreast with
information about all events and changes in the industry,
provide legal advice and guidance and act as a resource
centre for media houses. NAB would represent broadcasting
private sector interests in the discussion of introducing DAB
in Uganda

Other relevant members of the institutional framework necessary for the introduction of DAB
include:


National Information Technology Authority (NITA)



Uganda National Bureau of Standards (UNBS)



Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development



Kampala City Traders Association (KACITA)



Car importers – to cater be part of the discussion of how to import cars fitted with DAB
radios.

Successful introduction of DAB will greatly depend on close coordination and collaboration
among

the

different

players

in

the

broadcasting

sector,

both

state

and

private

institutions/organizations. Although the levels of engagement of each stakeholder will be
varying depending on the stage of the digitization process, the mandate and roles of each player

12

http://nabuganda.org/
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should be clear from the onset to avoid confrontations and stalling of the digitization process.
This will be possible only if the benefits and challenges of the digitization process are clearly
known to all players from the onset. This will also ensure that all stakeholders have a unified and
consistent message regarding DAB to the general public. It is therefore of importance to identify
the benefits of DAB to all stake holders, foreseeing possible risks and uncertainties and managing
their potential impacts, and creating opportunities for every player in the radio industry. This
study proposes a multi-stakeholder national steering committee, which may be known as the
“National DAB Steering Committee.” This committee that will be constituted by representatives
of Government, special interest groups, Retailers, Automotive industry, End-users, Broadcasters
and regulators among others. The committee among other things will be responsible for collecting
ideas and opinions from interested parties as far as DAB introduction and give a cross-sector
perspective on the progress of all works related to DAB introduction and adoption. Other tasks
of the committee will include but not limited to the following.












To develop and make recommendations on the implementation of a strategic marketing and
communications plan that raises awareness and understanding of digital radio, supports the
industry timeline of DAB adoption, and ensure that the needs of groups less likely to adopt
DAB are addressed.
To develop and co-ordinate a cross-industry strategy to raise public and industry awareness
and understanding of digital radio and the subsequent impact of DAB introduction in
Uganda.
To capture and handle views of less privileged and the special interest groups such as the
blind, the deaf and the disabled to create no marginalization and capture their interests in
the recommendations of DAB services.
To determine and action what research or information is required to enable Government and
industry to develop understanding of the likely market conditions pre, post and during DAB
introduction in liaison with other key stakeholders such as Broadcasters and the regulator
To devise and make recommendations on the implementation of a communications plan for
non-domestic users of radio such as vehicle users ,phone users, community radios etc
To identify any industry training needs for retailers, installers, engineers, and other parties
involved in DAB operation and propose possible means of implementing of the same.
To devise a communications campaign to support a possible help scheme for rising funds to
support successful DAB implementation.
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4.4 Market readiness, Structures and Interventions required for DAB
Currently, Uganda has 292 FM broadcasting stations across the country, according to UCC’s
Quarter 2 market survey report for 2016. The report on “Access and Usage of Communication
Services across Uganda” of January 2015, indicates that radio is still the dominant communication
service in both urban and rural areas13. A UCC study into communication services and
infrastructure across the country (201514) indicates that Uganda has 87% area coverage and 97%
population coverage by FM broadcasting. Such is how important and widely used FM
broadcasting is in Uganda. While DAB brings a technological shift in radio broadcasting, it must
be guided by the knowledge of the importance of radio communication to Uganda. This section
delves into market readiness and structural requirements for business development, investment
incentives and other support measures necessary to achieve successful DAB introduction in
Uganda. The willingness of users to pay fees for the new DAB service, users’ ability to see the
added value of DAB and other stakeholder factors that are supposed to enable the DAB ecosystem
were investigated.
4.4.1

How DAB affects the Radio Market Structure

The radio market functions are set to evolve with DAB. As explained in chapter 1, a DAB system
has the following functional sub-systems;

13

14



Content development/generation;



Content aggregation;



Operating DAB multiplexers;



Service provision and

http://ucc.co.ug/files/downloads/20150130-UCC-access-usage-dissemination.pdf
http://ucc.co.ug/files/downloads/20151021-UCC-dissemination-study-into-communication-servicesand-infrastructure-accross-the-country.pdf
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Content distribution.

Content
Developers

Content
Aggregator
s

Multiplexer
operator

Service
provider

Content
distributors

Figure 4-3: DAB value chain

In practice, however, the above functions may be logically combined into just two - content
generation and DAB signal distribution. These two functions are executed by distinct entities as
per policy – the radio stations focus on content generation while the signal distributors may pick
the signal from the content provider’s studio (or from another agreed upon point of interface)
and ensure that it is delivered to the radio listener. This is a departure from how analog
broadcasting works, where, a radio broadcaster’s direct role extends beyond content generation;
it extends to signal distribution. Through interviews with stakeholders (radio listeners, radio
broadcasters, market associations), this study collected views on several subjects of interest,
including;


The relevance of radio to livelihoods and development;



Whether stakeholders feel that introduction of DAB brings value to the market;



What reservations/fears stakeholders have regarding the introduction of DAB;



Ideas on how the signal distribution segment should be set up and managed;



Business opportunities and/or threats that my come with the introduction of DAB;



Willingness to pay for DAB service;



Ability to pay for DAB receivers;
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Incentives and recommendations for successful introduction of DAB;



Suggestions on how to ensure that the introduction of DAB caters even for the poor
people; that it is inclusive.

4.4.2

FM radio broadcasters’ views on DAB
4.4.2.1

Support for introduction of DAB among FM radio operators

“Having understood the potential benefits the DAB, would you support its introduction in Uganda?” was
the question posed to the radio operators. Of the 50 FM radio stations consulted, 47 responded to
the question as indicated in table 4-1.
Table 4-2: Support of DAB introduction by FM radio operators
Would you support the introduction
of DAB?
YES
Yes, with reservations
NO
TOTAL

Frequency Percentage
23
49%
17
36%
7
15%
47
100%

85% of the FM stations would welcome the introduction of DAB in Uganda, given its potential
benefits. Of that 85%, 36% have reservations as they would support introduction of DAB for as
long as:


Its roll-out is well-planned



A DAB pilot is set up and can be accessed free-of-charge



There are guarantees that DAB comes to run alongside FM, and not to replace it outright



It should be introduced gradually



The business fears are fully addressed



The rural poor are not marginalized/left behind



The reception of DAB signal must be better than FM
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The 15% of respondents opposed to the introduction of DAB cited such reasons as: introduction
of DAB may marginalize the poor, government may not subsidize the DAB radio receivers and
that DAB may threaten the profitability of radio business.
4.4.2.2

Signal distribution network sub-system run as a single entity

During the data collection phase of this research; radio operators and owners in Uganda were
asked whether the signal distribution subsystem of a DAB network should be ran by a single
operator or, its sections (Head-end, distribution network, and broadcast sites) should be ran by
different operators. As shown in figure 3-3, 46% of the respondents suggested that any signal
distribution sub system of a DAB network should be run by a single operator as opposed to 44%
who thought that the sections be ran by different operators.

Figure 4-4: Operators' DAB Structure preferences
Figure 4-4: Radio operators and owners’ responses on the management of a signal distribution subsystem
of a DAB network.

The research team also supports the idea of single operator for a signal distribution sub-system
to avoid inter-operability issues should different operators run different components of a signal
distribution sub-system.
In the same research, current TV signal distributors confirmed that it is feasible to upgrade the
existing terrestrial TV infrastructure to support DAB networks. According to signet Uganda, this
requires a head end and that DAB transmitters can be installed at their DTV transmitting sites.
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Many of the DTV stations have FM radio transmitters operating in the 87 – 108 MHz FM band.
Since the FM band is different from the ITU earmarked bands for DAB, FM and DAB can co-exist
without interference from each other. It is therefore highly recommended that, on the
introduction of DAB, FM and DAB services can co-exist so that DAB’s infiltration is customer
driven - based on its convergence.
4.4.2.3

Proposed incentives required for successful introduction of DAB in Uganda –
by radio operators

“What incentives are required to make introduction of DAB in Uganda a success?” is the question that
was posed to the FM radio operators. Table 4-3 gives a summary of the responses.
Table 4-3: FM radio operators’ proposed incentives for DAB introduction

What incentives will be required for successful introduction
of DAB?
Frequency
End-user sensitization, explain benefits

Percentage
14

36%

Free or avoidable radio sets, subsidize radio sets

6

15%

Gradual implementation of DAB, should not be rushed

6

15%

11
2
39

28%
5%
100%

Support radio stations during implementation, remove taxes
from DAB equipment, train technicians, sensitize the radio
operators on benefits
Develop policy support
TOTAL

The operators recommend that a lot of effort is committed to sensitization on the benefits of DAB,
to radio operators and end-users; support for radio operators during the implementation of DAB
and availability of affordable DAB radio sets. They also caution that the introduction of DAB
should be done gradually.
4.4.2.4

The perceived impact of introducing DAB on radio broadcasting business

Radio operators were asked, “What do you foresee as business opportunities or threats with the
introduction of DAB?” There is a sense of mixed feeling about DAB as far as business
opportunities are concerned. The table 4-4 highlights those concerns.
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Table 4-4: Envisaged business opportunities and threats on DAB introduction
Foreseen business opportunities and threats
due to the introduction of DAB
Frequency Percentage
Wider and better signal coverage, new
geographical markets
27
47%
New entrants (radio operators) hence stiff
competition, reduced business
18
31%
Poor peole may be excluded from listening to
radio
11
19%
Reduced cost of running radio business
TOTAL

2
58

3%
100%

On one hand; there is belief that DAB will provide better signal, wider coverage, new audiences
and hence opportunities for expanded market. However, there is also a strong feeling of
apprehension that DAB will bring new entrants to the broadcasting industry, which will make
radio business more competitive and less profitable.
4.4.3

FM Radio listeners views on DAB
4.4.3.1

Value of radio service to households

Radio users were also asked about how they find radio messaged broadcasts useful in terms
income generation and household development. Table 4-5, presents the ratings of the usefulness
of radio services from the users’ perspective.
Table 4-5: Usefulness of radio services for income generation and household development

Radio usefulness for the incomegeneration and development
Frequency Percentage
Always useful
138
35%
Useful often times
127
32%
Useful a few times
87
22%
Not useful
40
10%
Total
392
100%
Source: DAB feasibility survey
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From the usefulness of radio user ratings, only 10% of end users indicated that they find no use
of radio messages to their income generation and development while 90% find radio messages
useful in terms of income generation with varying degrees of attached importance. In terms of
relative importance attached, 35% of the radio listeners indicated that radios are always useful,
32% indicated that the information is useful often times and 22% said the information is useful
only a few times.
The biggest percentage of radio listeners, therefore, attaches value to the messages they receive
through radios. The researchers are therefore optimistic that with valve added services and local
content over DAB networks; listeners would acquire DAB radio receivers so as to uplift their
household standards.
4.4.3.2

Existing challenges with Analogue radio services

Radio listeners were asked to highlight the challenges faced with FM radio services. Table 4-6
shows the frequencies of the various challenges indicated by end-users.
Table 4-6: Challenges end-users face with current FM radio services
End-user challenges with FM radio service
Unclear radio signals, weak reception
No electricity, frequent power outage (stations and end-users)
Batteries are expensive, fake, don't last long
Limited number of radio stations, limited to local channels
Quality of service is low, poor content, unprofessional
presenters
Interference
TOTAL

Frequency Percentage
138
46%
55
18%
20
7%
30
10%
28
29

9%
10%

300

100%

Source: DAB feasibility survey
46% of the respondents indicated that they have poor signal reception, which could be partly
attributed to interference. DAB, when implemented, would provide remedy to signal interference
and multipath challenges.
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4.4.4

Financial Feasibility of acquiring DAB Radio receivers

The implementation and maintenance of DAB technology has cost implications on the
broadcasters, importers and end users of radio receivers.
4.4.4.1

Current Cost of Analogue radio receiver sets

In tables 4-7&4-8, the cost of radio receivers currently being used or sold by end users or
traders/retailers, respectively, is investigated.
Table 4-7: Cost of FM radio receivers used by listeners as of 30th Sept 2016
Cost of current FM receiver

Below 10000
10001-20000
Above 20000
Total

Frequency Percentage
13
3%
69
18%
311
79%
393
100%

Source: DAB feasibility survey
As indicated in table 4-7, most listeners (79%) had radio sets that cost over UGX 20,000.
Table 4-8: Radio receiver charges by traders/retailers as of 30th Sept 2016

Average cost of radio set
10,000- 20000
20001-30000
30001-40000
Above 40000

Frequency Percentage
2
12
20
15
49

Total

4%
24%
41%
31%
100%

Source: DAB feasibility survey
The results in table 4-8 show that 41% of the retailers, on average, sell radio sets of between 30000
and 40,001, whereas 31% sale radio sets of over UGX 40,000. The information provided by radio
retailers correlates with that provided by the end users where majority of them buy radio
receivers of over UGX 20,000.
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4.4.4.2

Affordability of a DAB Radio Receiver

We further assess the ability of end users to afford a DAB receiver at one hundred and sixty
Uganda shillings (shs160, 000). Table 4-9 indicates the end users’ responses about their ability to
buy a typical DAB radio receiver at an estimated UGX 160,000.
Table 4-9: Affordability of DAB receiver

Ability to afford a radio at UGX
160,000
YES
NO

Seller's forecast
End user responses
Frequency Percentage FrequencyPercentage
18
31
49

Total

37%
63%
100%

149
258
407

37%
63%
100%

Source: DAB feasibility survey
Table 4-9 reveals that 37% of the end users would afford the cost of a DAB radio receiver whereas
63% would not. These results were also mirrored by the responses to the same question asked to
the sellers of radio receivers. Interestingly, responses from both categories are in agreement.
This implies that at the cost of UGX 160,000 only 37% of the end users would be able to buy DAB
radios upon roll out of DAB. This therefore leads to a question of how much the users would
afford to pay to acquire DAB radio receivers. The responses are summarized in table 4-10.
Table 4-10: Number of radio listeners that would afford to pay for a DAB radio receiver
Minimum amount users can pay FrequencyPercentage
Below 10000
83
37%
10,001-50,000
118
52%
50,001-100,000
22
10%
100,001-150,000
3
1%
Total
226
100%

Source: DAB feasibility survey
As observed in table 4-10, most end users would not afford a DAB radio that costs above UGX
50,000; only 11% would. 52% indicated they can afford to pay a maximum within the 10,000 –
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50,000 Uganda shillings maximum limit. 37% indicated that they can ably afford to pay less than
UGX 10,000 for a DAB radio receiver.
4.4.4.3

End-user willingness and ability to pay subscription fees for DAB

End users were asked about their willingness to pay a monthly fee for accessing DAB services.
As shown in table 4-11; 60% of the respondents replied affirmatively to the question whereas 40%
indicated that they are not willing to pay monthly service fees to access DAB.
Table 4-11: Willingness to pay monthly fees for DAB

Willingness to pay DAB monthly
service fee
Frequency Percentage
Yes
242
60%
No
160
40%
Total
402
100%
Source: DAB feasibility survey
4.4.4.4

Affordable monthly subscription fee for DAB

Responses of those who replied affirmatively (to the question: would you be willing to pay a
monthly subscription fee for DAB?) were analyzed to reveal how much they would be willing to
pay as monthly DAB access fees. This is shown in table 4-12.
Table 4-12: Monthly service fees end users are willing to pay

Preferred monthly service fee
Not more than 5000
5001- 10000
10001-20000
Over 20000
Total

Frequency Percentage
150
60
19
8
237

63%
25%
8%
3%
100%

Source: DAB feasibility survey
The results in table 4-12 show that 63% of the radio users were willing to pay monthly fees not
exceeding UGX 5,000. Overall, 11% were willing to pay a DAB access fee of above UGX 10,000
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per month. This implies that if the model of implementing DAB must impose a monthly access
fee, such a fee must be kept below UGX 5,000. There are also opportunities for premium packages
where some users can pay extra charges to access special DAB packages but not exceeding UGX
20,000.
4.4.4.5

Listeners Proposed Incentives for making DAB introduction successful

End-users were then asked what they think needs to be done to ensure that the introduction of
DAB is successful. A total of 433 responses were given. These were coded and are presented in
table 4-13.
Table 4-13: Radio listeners’ proposed incentives for DAB introduction
What should be done to make DAB introduction successful? Frequency
Percentage
Create awareness on benefits of DAB/Sensitization
Government should avail affordable and good quality DAB
radio sets

127

29%

152

35%

Monthly subscription should be very low, free if possible
Extend grid electricity to all areas
DAB radios should receive all stations very clearly
First compensate owners of FM radio sets
TOTAL

132
5
11
6
433

30%
1%
3%
1%
100%

The leading recommendations are raising awareness and availing good quality and affordable
radios receiver sets.
4.4.5

Consultations with other key Market Stakeholders

In order to gather as much information from the market as possible, the research team also
consulted UNBS, KACITA and KCCA. The feedback is summarized below.
4.4.5.1

Uganda National Bureau of Standards

The mandate of UNBS is derived from the Uganda National Bureau of Standards Act of 1983. The
mandate is given as: to develop and promote standardization; quality assurance; laboratory
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testing; and metrology to enhance competitiveness of the local industry, to strengthen Uganda’s
economy and promote quality, safety and fair trade15
Over the years, UNBS has collaborated with various government agencies to develop and
promote standards, following international guidelines on standards development.
In as far as introduction of Digital Audio Broadcasting is concerned, UNBS is available and
committed to collaborate with UCC on development and promotion of requisite standards for
DAB. In the recent past, during the introduction of DTV migration, UNBS tested set-top boxes
and other decoders at its laboratories in Nakawa for compliance. This study strongly
recommends that that the complementary working relationship between UCC and UNBS is
strengthened.
In the importation of good quality DAB radio sets, UNBS could play an important role; it has the
capacity at its laboratories to check the quality of the sets. All the sets should be compliant with
IEC 60065:2014 standard - for audio, video and similar electronic apparatus – safety requirements.
Through its import inspection department, it is also possible for UNBS to test and certify
electronic units before they are imported here.
4.4.5.2

Kampala City Traders’ Association (KACITA)

Considering the benefits of DAB and also the current trend of digitization of communications,
introduction of DAB in Uganda is a welcome development.
However, the process of introduction of DAB needs ample planning and should seriously
consider the following;


Listening to the radio on the phone is a growing trend, especially in urban areas. The
migration should ensure that DAB is available over the phone.



The cost of DAB radio is very high, at UGX 160,000 approximately. This may prevent a
lot of Ugandans, especially the local poor, from accessing the service. Government should

15

https://www.unbs.go.ug//content.php?src=background&pg=content
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consider subsidizing this price. The cost of switching was the main challenge to TV digital
migration.


The idea of monthly subscription fee is likely to spark off a lot of resistance. People are
already very burdened with the costs of power, water and TV subscription.



UCC needs to establish how other countries have made DAB affordable for its citizens

On quality control and assurance


KACITA has an arbitration desk to handle customer complaints, disputes and small
claims. It has the mandate of judiciary. The desk has handled complaints about poor
quality decoders (GoTV, Star Times, Set-Top-Boxes) in the past year. The same desk
manages complaints on poor quality radio sets.



KACITA has worked with UCC and UNBS to do spot checks on electronics dealers and
ensure compliance with standards.



UCC should consider issuing certificates to authorized dealers of DAB radio sets.



It is advisable that pre-shipment inspection is done on DAB radios.



There has been laxity on the side of UNBS recently. It should resume doing regular checks
on dealers.

Proposed areas for collaboration between UCC and KACITA


Sensitization of dealers and end-users on DAB technology. This can be done via print
media and radio programs



Mobilizing dealers and other stakeholders for raising awareness.
4.4.5.3

Kampala Capital City Authority

KCCA has the mandate to levy and appropriate fees and charges to business practitioners in the
city. This entity is therefore key in regards to sustainable radio business in the area of Kampala;
To operate a radio business, the seller will be required have a Trade License based on the nature
and location of the business as per the (Trade Licensing Act 1969 cap 101, amended 2000; 2011
(Trade Licensing Regulations 2011). In addition to the trading license fees, Local governments
Act cap 243 Amendment (No.2) mandates KCCA to collect Local service tax from all businessmen
and business women basing on the monthly turnover and persons in gainful employment based
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on their monthly income. This is collected every first four months of the financial year. In case it
happens that the radio business operator owns the building in which the business is operating
from, they shall be subjected to Property rates as stipulated in the local government Rating Act,
2005 and Ground rent from Land Kampala District Land board as per Article 237 of the
constitution if the land is owned by KCCA.


If the DAB sets are to be sold at subsidized rates, then they may be need to exempt them
from such taxes which is only possible through legislation under section 8(2) of the trade
(Licensing) Act cap 101 paragraphs (a) to (e);
In regards to quality checks and consumer protection, KCCA has no jurisdiction in this
area; the only remedy KCCA can offer is a referral one i.e. in the case of consumer
protection KCCA can refer to UCC and the Ministry of Ethics and Integrity and in aspects
of quality assurance and enforcement, Uganda Bureau of Standards would be an
appropriate agency to refer to
However, besides tax waivers, a number of considerations can be adopted to have
sustainable radio business in Uganda and these include but not limited to;
Conducive business climate which will promote investments in the sector by attracting
better Radio products and skilled personnel



Complying with the legal provisions to do with the nature of radio business. By so doing
the business avoids losses and expenses associated with non-compliance;



Understand the local dynamics and know how to survive in an extremely challenging
environment;



Power of partnering; this gives Radio business more opportunities to expand, better
approach to challenges and sharing key successes for growth;



Availability of expertise to provide technical services in case of any breakdown and
routine repairs.
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5

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL DAB INTRODUCTION
IN UGANDA

5.1 Recommendation on the version of DAB to implement
Basing on the experience of the United Kingdom and other countries that have implemented
DAB, DAB standard would not be the better option to offer the benefits inherent in digital
broadcasting. As opposed to DAB, DAB+ offers enhanced performance in terms of the enhanced
audio quality with the same number of radio stations, more than twice the number of stations
compared to DAB, lower transmission cost per station and lower cost for small station
transmissions.
DAB+ seems to be emerging as a global standard with many countries across the different
continents adopting DAB+ as opposed to DAB. The automotive and mobile phone sectors are
also taking the same trend with many manufacturers including gadgets that support DAB
reception in cars and mobile phones.
Consequently, if Uganda adopted DAB, then it would need to upgrade to DAB+ in the near future
due to end-user receiver availability. The upgrade from DAB to DAB+ however comes with cost
implications to both the network operator and the end user since the DAB receivers are not
compatible with DAB+. While it may be a little easier for the network operator to leverage on the
existing DAB infrastructure for upgrade, it would be harder to convince the end user to discard
the acquired DAB receiver for a totally new DAB+ device.
In order to ensure device compatibility and a future-oriented technology, the research team
strongly recommends DAB+ broadcasting.

5.2 Recommendations on infrastructure
1. Ensure that the 174-230 MHz band is reserved for DAB
On the international stage, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has already
earmarked 174-230 MHz band III for Digital Audio Broadcasting services as part of the GE06
Agreement. It should be noted, however, this band has hitherto been used for analogue TV
broadcasting. It is therefore important that we have a complete analogue TV switch-off,
nationally, to avoid any interference with DAB broadcasting. While Uganda is well on the path
to switch off analogue TV, it is important to harmonise with analogue TV switch-over timelines
for our neighbors in the region.
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2. Leverage existing networks - the digital TV networks and the NBI
Uganda already has a DTV network, which is growing in national reach. Additionally the GoU
has invested massively in building a fiber network – the National Backbone infrastructure. This
existing infrastructure can be leveraged to build a national DAB distribution network. Power
houses, backup generators, masts and other passive components maybe shared by Digital TV and
DAB distribution networks. The other concern is cross-border signal interference.
3. A single operator of the DAB signal distribution sub-system
All the components of any signal distribution sub-system should be run by a single operator to
avoid interoperability issues. This means that signal distributor license holders should be able to
pick signals from the content generators and ensure that they are broadcast to areas/regions of
the generators’ interest. This single operator must have sufficient capacity to do nationwide signal
distribution, must be neutral and be guided by clear guidelines as set out in the national DAB
policy.

5.3 Recommendations on institutional framework
As with the case of analogue radio broadcasting, it is envisaged that UCC and UBC will be key
steering institutions even with DAB, with close collaboration of the private sector and other
government agencies. For a successful introduction of DAB, however, examples from countries
that have implemented DAB indicate that the collaboration amongst stakeholders needs to be
very strong. For that reason, this study recommends a national DAB steering committee. This
committee would be in charge of guidance on technology, policy, market and consumer issues.
The committee can benefit from having a broad representation of all stakeholders. This report
recommends that the task force is representative of government, radio operators, consumer
organization, technology manufacturers, radio signal distributors and the academia. The
taskforce should provide a neutral space where views of all stakeholders are given due
consideration. In order not to overload the national steering committee with tasks, it is possible
to setup subcommittees to handle specialized tasks such as regulation issues, market studies and
DAB device related matters. These sub-committees in turn, can make recommendations to the
national DAB steering committee for approval.
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5.4 Recommendations on policy, legal and regulatory framework
DAB Policy and Strategy
There is need to develop a national policy for Digital Audio Broadcasting. None of the existing
broadcasting policies covers it. In order to guide the implementation and operation of DAB, there
is need to formulate a DAB policy. The DAB policy will address among other issues: guidelines
for content development and DAB signal distribution; guidelines for sharing passive network
infrastructure; quality of service for broadcasting; guide incentives such as subsidies to make
receiver devices affordable; licensing incentives for analogue broadcasters to do DAB and
spelling out the roles of various stakeholders during the introduction and operation of DAB. Once
the policy is in place, it may be necessary to develop a strategy to implement it. This strategy
ought to include time periods for coming up with a policy on DAB, pilot license awarding and
pilot broadcasting. Most importantly, the strategy should include ample time for sensitization of
the general public.
Uganda has in a place a good policy, legal and regulatory framework necessary for the
implementation of DAB. At the heart of this framework are MoICT, UCC and UBC who share the
mandate of steering the broadcasting sub-sector in Uganda. What may be important at this point
it to clearly define the specific roles of each of them in the introduction of DAB in order to avoid
duplication of roles.

5.5 Recommendations on market development and Universal access
The following interventions are recommended for market development and to enable universal
access to DAB.
1. Strong awareness campaigns on DAB
The study revealed that there is little to no knowledge of DAB and it is benefits. It is therefore
strongly recommended that massive awareness and sensitization campaigns are carried out. The
message needs to be consistent, uniform and shared by all key stakeholders in the broadcasting
sub-sector.
2. Trainings on DAB
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There is urgent need for capacity-building on DAB for government agencies (UCC, UBC, MoICT)
and the private sector.
3. Accessible, Affordable and good quality DAB receiver sets
In all successful examples of implementing DAB worldwide, availing affordable DAB receiver
sets has been one the key pillars. This research revealed that most Ugandans cannot afford to pay
UGX 160,000 for a radio set, no matter what benefits it would bring to them. It is therefore
recommended that the government identifies interventions and partnerships to subsidize the cost
to about UGX 50,000 to enhance their affordability.
4. Set up a DAB trial network
A pilot/trial DAB network should be set up as early as possible. This network would then be
used to build local capacity as well as raise awareness on DAB.

5.6 Learnings from Uganda’s Digital TV Migration Experience
In the process of implementing the TV digital migration, the project team has gathered some
lessons which may be helpful with DAB. Here below are some of those lessons.
Early streamlining of a DAB licenses
Trial licenses for DTV were issues ahead of having a policy in place. Once the policy was in place,
as expected, the licenses were not aligned with the policy guidelines. A lot of effort has had to be
made to be made to work with the licensees and align their licenses with the policy. These private
sector stakeholders have no legal obligation to comply with such endeavor. It is therefore strongly
recommended that all DAB licenses, even trial licenses are guided by policy.
Have a project home
The DTV migration project did not have a “home” and this has serious implications on the project.
It is highly recommended that the DAB introduction project is assigned a home right from the
start. This home should be known by all stakeholders involved as early as possible.
Local signal insertion challenge
At the moment, there is no local insertion done at all the upcountry transmission stations. This
would mean that a production studio in Western Uganda would need to transmit its signal to
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Kololo first, to get on the national distribution network. Considering that there are very many
regional radios, implementing local insertion will be key for the success of DAB.
Training of personnel
This is another aspect that has to be put into consideration for DAB introduction. This is a vital
aspect and should enable acquisition of knowledge and, most especially, skills in DAB related
technologies.
Good quality and reliable receiver devices
In the early stages of DTV migration, a number of set-top boxes malfunctioned and other failed
completely. This eroded consumer confidence in the technology and caused anxiety in the general
public. This could have been avoided had quality assurance measures been put in place to ensure
that there were no inferior products on the market. Every effort needs to be made to ensure that
consumers are protected from inferior products.
The pricing of end-user devices and subscription fees
The general perception of the digital TV decoders was that they were expensive. This was
exasperated by the monthly subscription fees for pay TV services. For a population that
previously accessed TV services free-of-charge, this change caused uproar, condemnation and
demonstrations16. It is therefore important, especially to allow for universal access, that the DAB
radio receivers are subsidized as much as possible.

16

http://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/news/Blackout-as-Kampala-switches-to-digital-TV/2558-2758832olv173/index.html
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APPENDIX 1: KEY STAKEHOLDERS CONSULTED
Category A: Radio Listeners consulted by districts
Western Uganda


Mbarara



Kabale



Ntungamo



Masindi



Kamwenge

Northern Uganda


Gulu



Lira



Abim



Adjumani

Eastern Uganda


Mbale



Soroti



Jinja



Tororo

Central Uganda


Kampala



Wakiso



Mukono



Luwero
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Category B: Radio Stations consulted by region
Central


4 radio stations

Western


12 radio stations

Eastern


20

Northern


14

Category C: Government and its agencies


MoICT



UCC



UBC



UNBS



NITA



KCCA

Category D: Signal Distributors for DTV


Signet



Star Times



Multichoice (GoTV)

Category E: Consumers and Traders Organizations


KACITA
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APPENDIX 2: DAB RECEIVER PROFILES
Profile
Receiver profile 1
for standard radio
receiver
-This is an audio
receiver with at least
a basic alphanumeric
display

Mandotory features











Receiver profile 2-




Rich Media Radio
receiver-



-This is an audio
receiver
with
a
colour screen display



Recommended Features

Band 3 reception (174 to 240 MHz) all
territories.
Decoding of a minimum of one subchannel.
Decoding of a minimum of 280
Capacity Units (e.g. 256 kbps@UEP1)
for sub-channels containing DAB
audio services.
Decoding of a minimum of 144
Capacity Units (e.g. 256 kbps@EEP3B,
192
kbps@EEP3A,
and
96kbps@EEP1A)
for sub-channels
containing DAB+ services.
MPEG layer 2 and MPEG-4 HE
AACv2 decoding for Audio
Service label and service component
label (station name) display and
Dynamic label display on products
with a 2-line display or better (except
for in-car products).
For in-car products which include FMRDS decoding, service following
between DAB and DAB+ services and
their signalled simulcasts carried on
FM-RDS is mandatory.



All Receiver Profile 1 functionality
Simultaneous decoding of a minimum
of four sub-channels
Decoding of a minimum of 288
Capacity Units (total)
DL+
presentation
,
Journaline
presentation and Support for the
extended RDS character set for text
services
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Support
for
the
extended
RDS
character
set
on
products
with
a
suitable display.
SPI
information
presentation
for
products with suitable
display
FM-RDS and MW
(AM) decoding for all
products.
Traffic & Travel For incar products, TPEG
decoding
and
announcement
signaling
and
switching
For in-car products,
service
following
between DAB and
DAB+ services and
their
signalled
simulcasts carried in
adjacent
DAB
ensembles
is
recommended.
Decoding
of
the
advanced profile
For personal products,
service
following
between DAB and
DAB+ services and
their
signalled
simulcasts carried in
adjacent
DAB

of at least 320 x 240
pixels.





Receiver Profile 3 -




Multimedia Receiver


Service and Programme Information
presentation .
Slideshow presentation
For in-car products, TPEG16 decoding
is mandatory for products with
integrated navigation systems.
All Receiver Profile 2 functionality,
Decoding of a minimum of 432
Capacity Units (total)
Video H.264 decoding

-This
is
a
multipurpose
receiver
with
a
colour screen display
capable of rendering
video.
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ensembles and on FMRDS is recommended.

APPENDIX 3: DAB COUNTRY EXPERIENCES – EXTENDED LIST
A.






Global summary by Numbers
35 Countries with DAB services on Air
405,000,00 people able to receive DAB services
1,966 DAB services on air around the world
39,000,000 DAB receivers sold until June 2016 excluding automotives
12,000,000 Automotive DAB receivers sold until June 2016 including after-market and factoryfit.
B. Selected countries by status
Country

Status

Norway







Switzerland







Market
status

Digital Switchover (DSO) in 2017.
DAB coverage is at 99.5% with first-level road coverage at 97% and Established
all relevant tunnels to have DAB by end of 2017.
The 20 most sold car models all offer DAB+ as standard or
optional. 63% of new cars sold in Norway come with DAB (Source:
Norwegian Electronics trade association). 26% of all cars in
Norway have a DAB radio and 60% of all Norwegian households
own one or more DAB-radios.
Local radio: Most Norwegian local radios may continue to
transmit on FM for 5 years after 2017. These are outside of the
urban areas. 23 local radios will not get their FM license extended
after 2017, however 22 of these are also on DAB+ today.
Government support for building local DAB+ infrastructure is
under study.
Has announced its plans for DSO between 2020 and 2024.
The indoor coverage stands at 98% and outdoor coverage at 99% Established
with all main tunnels fitted by 2016 – 2019.
All the radio stations are on DAB+ with over 90 services available
depending on the region.
49% of all radio listening in Switzerland is now digital with 65%
of new cars coming with DAB+ as standard
Industry and the Swiss regulator have announced plans for digital
switchover to take place between 2020 and 2024. This will be
preceded by a four year marketing campaign to prepare audiences
for the switch.
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Germany














United
Kingdom





Coverage of highway tunnels projected to be finished in
2018/2019
From November 2016, listeners throughout Switzerland are able
to receive more of SRG SSR’s DAB+ channels by discontinuing
operation of DAB.
The Ministry for Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI) has
established a Steering Board to drive forward the adoption of Established
digital radio. Participation in this Board includes the Government,
media regulators, public and private broadcasters, and receiver
and automotive manufacturers.
The nationwide DAB+ network was to be extended by around 50
transmitters with a completion date of 2016. The allocation of
frequencies for the 2nd national DAB+ multiplex has been
approved and the tender process completes in April 2017.
German Launched DAB+ in August 2011. The combined coverage
of the ARD (regional) and the national multiplexes is 95.3% of the
German population. The ARD multiplexes cover 89.5% of the
population. The national multiplex currently covers 79.69% of the
population.
The 1st level road coverage of the national Network is 10,900 km
which is equal to 90.1%. of the road network.
Over 1.9m cars are equipped with a DAB+ receiver with 13% of
new cars having a DAB tuner fitted, 10% of used car shoppers
choose a DAB tuner and 21% of car owners in Germany have a
DAB tuner.
11% of households owned a DAB+ receiver by 2015. Sales of
digital radios in 2016 were up 35.2% year on year while sales of
FM-only devices decrease continuously year on year. 900,000
DAB+ radios were sold in 2015 and 360,000 DAB+ radios were
sold in the period from January – May 2016.
The regional and the nationwide networks will be enlarged by
further sites to achieve uninterrupted coverage on major roads
and allowing digital radio reception in 92% outdoor area coverage
and 82% indoor.
UK has launched a major programme to build out national and
local DAB coverage, and the license for a second national Established
commercial multiplex has been awarded, with 18 new stations on
air from March 2016. 77.2% of new car registrations have digital
radio as standard.
Over 5.2 million cars on the road are able to receive digital radio.
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The national coverage of DAB stood at 97% of population by
March 2016 with DAB receiver penetration at 54% of population
by 2015 with Digital listening at 41.7% share of total listening by
2015.



The criteria to be achieved before a firm date for DSO can be set
are:
 Digital listening to account for 50% share of all listening hours
 Digital coverage for national services must be comparable to
FM and local DAB should cover 90% of the population as well
as major roads.
Current trends suggest the 50% digital listening target will be
achieved in 2017/18
Following commitment to build 162 new DAB transmitters for
national BBC services and 182 new transmitters for local DAB
services, coverage targets were expected to be achieved by the end
of 2016.
The digital radio tick mark, which indicates “future ready”
devices has been set up and is managed by Digital Radio UK






Denmark










Netherlands



Has issued a clear roadmap for digital radio, with a transition to
DAB+ by 1st October 2017, a new national multiplex on air in 2017 Established
and a decision on DSO when 50% of listening is digital.
98% of DAB national coverage with above 45% of household
receiver penetration. 28% of radio listening is digital and 15% of
all radio listening is on DAB.
Sales of digital radios in Q1 2016 were up 8.8% year on year while
sales of FM-only devices decrease continuously year on year
No later than 1 October 2017, the national single-frequency DAB
block now used by public service broadcaster DR will be swapped
for two DAB regional frequency blocks presently employed for a
single commercial multiplex.
The proposed frequency swap will also mark the switch-over of
all Danish DAB transmissions to DAB+. This increases the total
transmission capacity of Danish Radio enough to migrate its nine
regional FM-only stations to DAB+, and allow the commercial
multiplex to develop further and expand with more national
channels.
DAB+ launched in Sept 2013 with national coverage of DAB+:
Established
above 95% of population coverage
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Italy








29 national services: 18 commercial (9 digital-only), 11 public (7
digital-only).
The regional network (3rd layer, next to two national networks) in
the Netherlands consists of five regional allotments together
covering the whole country. Since spring 2015 the networks are
complete and the 21 services from 13 regional public broadcasters
are on air.
On 1 September 2015 a range of local commercial services (31)
were added to the regional multiplexes 6B, 7A, 8A, 9D-N, and 9DS. In places like Amsterdam and Rotterdam listeners can receive
up to 45 different services.
Joint marketing campaign “let’s get digital” launched Q2 2014
supported by public and commercial broadcasters and the
Ministry of Economic Affairs.
Public broadcaster NPO switched off AM on the 1st September
2015 and is using DAB+ instead of AM for broadcasting NPO
Radio. The budget that will become free will be invested in DAB+.
NPO switched on five new transmitters in September to improve
their nationwide outdoor coverage. The next phase will be
nationwide indoor coverage (20 extra transmitters) for NPO mux
11 C
Sales of digital radios in 2016 were up 78.1% year on year while
sales of FM-only devices decrease continuously year on year.
Awareness of DAB+ or Digital Radio+ is reasonably high; 58% of
the Dutch know Digital Radio and/or DAB+ and almost 25% of
the Dutch consider buying a radio with DAB+ (Media
Appreciation Panel/conducted by GfK on behalf of NPO, October
2015)
16% of cars are sold with DAB+ as standard
Three regular national (two commercial and one public) and 12
Established
regular local multiplexes on air or planned
Coverage is 75% of the population including 5,000km of
motorways. 200 car models in Italy come with DAB+ as standard
or as an option accounting for 23.5% of new cars.
Regular services started December 2012 in the Trentino region
and June 2013 in the Alto Adige region with Agcom Resolution n.
383/13.
In December 2014, AGCOM published Resolution Number
602/14 which outlines the rules for three new regions to be
covered by DAB+ digital radio - in the regions of Valle d’Aosta,
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France

Belgium

Torino & Cuneo Province in Piedmont and Umbria. The Italian
Ministry of Communication assigned on the 9th of March 2015 the
frequency blocks of public, private and local operators for these
regions.
In May 2015, AGCOM announced the public consultation for the
definition of the local coverage areas in Italy. AGCOM completed
the consultation on 29 July 2015 and published the definition of 39
local areas covering all of Italy, and called for applications in 3
specific areas: Eastern Tuscany (Firenze, Arezzo, Pistoia, Prato,
Siena), L’Aquila province, Eastern Sardinia (Cagliari, Nuoro,
Ogliastra, Carbonia-Iglesias). Full details on AGCOM website.
In February 2016 AGCOM published Resolution 36/16, calling for
applications in 5 new regions in the south of the country and Sicily
and Regulation 35/16 which has amendments to Regulation
664/09 (the rules of DAB+ development phase) for pushing local
coverage forward.
EuroDAB was awarded the second national commercial license in
2014 (in Trentino).
A heavyweight industry-funded advertising campaign to
promote digital radio to consumers, retailers, car vendors, car
dealers and other stakeholders has been under way for over 2
years and will continue with a new spot marketing campaign in
2016.
Sales of digital radios in Q1 2016 were up 38% year on year while
sales of FM-only devices decrease continuously year on year



In France, DAB+ services have been on air in Paris, Nice and
Marseille since 2014 and, in December 2015, the regulator CSA On
published its proposed timetable for the deployment of digital move
radio across the whole country. In line with this timetable, the call
for applications for Lille, Lyon and Strasbourg were published the
7th June 2016. A new trial is also taking place in the east part of
Paris, intended to supplement poor FM reception. Radio France’s
portfolio of radio stations are broadcasting on this experiment




Commercial DAB+ services launched in Flanders in 2015
The Flemish Government has confirmed its commitment to DAB+ On
move
(with the stated aim of Digital Switchover).
The Walloon government has agreed to partly finance investment
for DAB+ roll-out.
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the

the

Austria

Romania

Slovakia



In Austria, a DAB+ trial launched in May 2015 with 15 DAB+
services broadcasting across Greater Vienna and a nationwide Potential
market
tender for DAB+ will be launched in 2017.



The regulator has launched a public consultation on the allocation
Potential
of digital terrestrial broadcasting multiplexes on T-DAB
market



A DAB+ trial started in December 2015 in Bratislava and another
started in Levice in July 2016.
In June 2016 the license for the trial in Bratislava was extended and
licenses were awarded for additional DAB+ trials in Košice,
Banská Bystrica, Levice and Nitra.



Sweden





Spain
Turkey

United Arab
Emirate
Tunisia

All major Swedish radio broadcasters are united behind the desire
for digitization and officials are awaiting developments in other Potential
market
territories.
Swedish commercial radio stations have been licensed to send 21
national channels on DAB and over 3 million people can currently
receive DAB services



DAB services are on air in Madrid and Barcelona including their
metropolitan areas, covering 20% of the Spanish population



A DAB trial in Istanbul and Ankara broadcasts five simulcast
potential
stations



A major media group is on-air with 12 DAB+ services



potential

The National Office of Broadcasting (ONT) invested in a pilot
DAB trial from 2008 - 2010. The trial covered the areas of Greater Potential
Tunis, the good Cap and areas close to the governorate of Bizerte. Market
 In March of 2013 the Arab States Broadcasting Union held a DAB+
digital radio workshop in Tunis supported by Italian Public
Broadcaster RAI. Following this workshop and with the help of
RAI, ONT set up a DAB+ trial using a 500W transmitter from an
Italian manufacturer. The ONT DAB trial is still in operation
though no longer supported by RAI.
 The parameters of the current DAB+ trial are as follows:
~ DAB allotments have been assigned in Channels 10 and 12
~ 68dbmikroV/m field strength chosen for portable indoor
reception
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APPENDIX 4: DIGITAL SOUND BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGIES
(Source: AfriSWoG Documents)

Principal
DSB Technology

Frequency

Key issues

Band (MHz)

1.
2.
3.
4.
DRM3017
(Digital Radio
Mondiale)

5.
Below 30

6.
7.
8.

9.

17

Nominal bandwidth: 4.5,5,9,10,18,20 kHz
Deliver FM-comparable sound quality
Transmit other data besides the audio channels (datacasting)
Emergency Warning Features that can override other programming and activates radios on
standby in order to receive emergency broadcasts.
Use portions of analogue AM transmitter facilities such as antennas, transmitters avoiding major
new investment
Can operate in a hybrid mode called Single Channel Simulcast, simulcasting both analog signal
and digital signal.
Receivers not yet widely available
GE75 Agreement: DRM30 with a nominal bandwidth of 9 kHz permitted, provided the radiation is
reduced by at least 7 dB in all directions, compared to the radiation of the AM modulated
frequency assignment in the Plan;
RR Article 12 (HFBC): Permitted under the condition of Radio Regulations Resolution 517 (rev.
WRC-07).

Recommendation ITU-R BS.1514-2 System for digital audio broadcasting in the broadcasting bands below 30 MHz
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Principal
DSB Technology

Frequency

Key issues

Band (MHz)

IBOC18
(In-band on-channel,

Below 30

commonly known as

1. Nominal bandwidth 20 or 30 kHz
2. MF only.
3. GE75 Agreement: IBOC not permitted without revision of the Agreement

Digital FM)

DRM+19

47 – 68

1.
2.
3.
4.

87.5 – 108

1.
2.
3.
4.

(Digital Radio
Mondiale plus)

18

Nominal bandwidth: 100 kHz
An RF channel can carry 4 audio programs (or 1 Low Definition Tv program)
SFN possible
RRC-06-Rev GE89 Agreement: DRM+ not permitted without revision of the Agreement;
Agreement permits analogue TV only.
Nominal bandwidth: 100 kHz
An RF channel can carry 4 audio programs (or 1 Low Definition Tv program)
SFN possible
Implementation of DRM+ in this band may be difficult due to heavy use of the band by analogue
FM

Recommendation ITU-R BS.1514-2 System for digital audio broadcasting in the broadcasting bands below 30 MHz. IBOC is defined as hybrid method of
transmitting digital radio and analog radio broadcast signals simultaneously on the same frequency.

19 System

G in Recommendation ITU-R BS.1114-7 Systems for terrestrial digital audio broadcasting to vehicular, portable and fixed receivers in the frequency

range 30-3 000 MHz
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Principal
DSB Technology

Frequency

Key issues

Band (MHz)

5. GE84 Agreement: DRM+ permitted provided that is does not cause more interference and does not
require higher protection (Section 3.1 of Chapter 3 to Annex 2 of the GE84 Agreement);

174 – 230

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
1.
IBOC20

87.5 – 108

2.
3.

20

Nominal bandwidth: 100 kHz
An RF channel can carry 4 audio programs (or 1 Low Definition Tv program)
SFN possible
Development of DRM+ in this band is in doubt due to adoption of DAB standard (e.g. adoption of
DAB standard by the leading car manufacturers (see www.worlddab.org)) view of DAB
proponent!
GE06 Agreement: DRM+ permitted if the conditions of Article 5.1.3 of the GE06 Agreement are
satisfied
Nominal bandwidth: 100 to 400 kHz dependent on technology (e.g. 100 Khz for FMeXtra and 400
kHz for iBiquity)
Introduction is usually market driven with an RF channel operator wishing to deliver more than
one programme on a single RF channel
Could be hybrid of analogue and digital (e.g. iBiquity) or all digital (e.g. FMeXtra); in the former
case, the analogue signal carries the existing analogue programme while the digital signal carries
the additional programmes of up to 3.

System C in Recommendation ITU-R BS.1114-7 Systems for terrestrial digital audio broadcasting to vehicular, portable and fixed

receivers in the frequency range 30-3 000 MHz
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Principal
DSB Technology

Frequency

Key issues

Band (MHz)

DAB-family 21
(Digital Audio

174 – 230

Broadcasting T-DAB,
T-DAB+ and T-DMB)

ISDB-TSB22

S-DAB

174-230 and
2.6 GHz

1 452 – 1 492

4. It is normally required that a digital FM signal at least covers the same coverage as the converted
analogue FM signal
5. GE84 Agreement: IBOC not permitted; does not fit in channel arrangement.
1. Nominal bandwidth 1.75 MHz
2. An RF channel can carry up to 16 programmes
3. SFN possible
4. SADC provisioned DSB (T-DAB) in GE06 in the portion 216 – 230MHz (i.e. 14MHz)
5. Note: DVB-T/ISDB-T can carry sound broadcasts as Value Added Service
6. The most widely adopted DSB standard
7. Low cost DAB receiver said to be in the range of USD20 (see www.worlddab.org)
8. A number of leading car manufacturers have adopted DAB as standard radio receivers in their
models (see www.worlddab.org)
9. GE06 Agreement: DAB and DAB+ permitted under T-DAB assignments or allotments
1. Bandwidth 0.5 Mhz or 1.5 Mhz
2. Phone quality to CD quality. Capable of 5.1 multi-channel ausio.
3. SFN possible
4. GE06 Agreement: ISDB-TSB (in full channel mode) permitted if the conditions of Article 5.1.3 of the
GE06 Agreement are satisfied
1. 1worldspace (formerly WorldSpace) operated DSB services in this band but its continuation and
sustainability is in question;

21

System A in Recommendation ITU-R BS.1114-7 Systems for terrestrial digital audio broadcasting to vehicular, portable and fixed

22

System F in Recommendation ITU-R BS.1114-7 Systems for terrestrial digital audio broadcasting to vehicular, portable and fixed
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Principal
DSB Technology

Frequency

Key issues

Band (MHz)

(Satellite Digital

2. This band is likely to be identified for IMT in the near future as a good number of countries are
supporting this band for IMT identification at WRC-15 (see Section 5 of the Aggregated response
for C-band questionnaire)
3. Development of S-DAB may be possible/ sustainable if band is not allocated for IMT

Audio Broadcasting)

Internet radio
(audio broadcast via

-

Quality of service affected by internet latency, jitter and packet loss

internet)

Cable
(audio broadcast via

-

cable)
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